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EDITOR’S MESSAGE
An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.
-Benjamin Franklin

I

t is with great pride,
enthusiasm and anticipation that I invite you to read current
issue of IPEM JOURNAL FOR INNOVATIONS IN TEACHER
EDUCATION (IJITE) – ‘A new series of IPEM Journal’.
In this issue of IPEM JOURNAL FOR INNOVATIONS IN
TEACHER EDUCATION (IJITE) of CTE, you will find an array of
works, representing some of the variety and excellence that IPEM
promises. The future of India lies in the present classrooms and
teachers who provides the knowledge to the students that brings an
opportunity to the students to make a clear difference in the society.
There are a lot of challenges a teacher is facing in the classroom of
today. Thus to meet those challenges, the teacher needs to be smarter than earlier and
innovative in her practices. IJITE intends to be a leader in facilitating a new kind of
platform to the teachers, academicians, administrators and educational planners to
transforms the ideas in academia. It not only will help in promoting research in the field
of teacher education but also strengthen the relationship between communities and
institution of higher learning.
Success in the knowledge economy comes to those who know themselves-their
strength, their values, and how they best perform’.
-Peter Drucker
Keeping the quote, an enormous amount of work has gone into the development of this
journal and I believe you will see that effort reflected in this edition and in the impact it
will have in the field of teacher education.
As the Editor of IPEM JOURNAL FOR INNOVATIONS IN TEACHER
EDUCATION (IJITE), I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to
the authors who have chosen our journal to disseminate their research work.
Further, I would like to thank the publisher Mr. Anupam Goel Associate
Editor, Assistant Editors, Review Committee members, Ex Executive
Director and Director General of IPEM for the success of this Journal.
We look forward to receive the contributions for our next issues from
academicians, scholars and professionals to ensure consistency and
the success of the Journal. We welcome comments and suggestions
that would advance the objectives of the Journal.
Dr.Sugandha Goel
(Editor)

From the Editorial Board

W

e are glad to present the current Edition of the Centre for Teacher Education
Journal “IPEM JOURNAL FOR INNOVATIONS IN TEACHER
EDUCATION” Volume 4 July 2019 ISSN No.2581-5881. Publishing a research
Journal is a tough task. However, we braved all the odds and published this issue as
always, on time.
We followed a rigorous method to select the papers. All the papers we have included in
this issue of IPEM JOURNAL FOR INNOVATIONS IN TEACHER EDUCATION are
peer reviewed and only those papers which went through this rigor have been given
space in this Journal.
The issue has research papers related to innovation in the field of Education. The
research papers focus on; the Effectiveness of Self Assessment of selected topics in
science in terms of Achievement of Class IXth Level, PGL: A magic and mystery to selfdiscovery, Integration of Mathematics in Teaching of Physics, Digitalization of
Education through Understanding of ICT, A Comparative Study of Gender Difference
in the Level of Self- Esteem of Single Child Adolescents of District Sirsa, A Study of
Adjustment in Relation to Emotional Intelligence, Location and Nature of Job among
Working Women of Punjab, Digitalized Application of Micro teaching in Teacher
Education Programs: A Meta Analysis, Impact of Life Skill Education on the
Adjustment of Secondary School Students, Common Errors in English and How to
Avoid them, Spiritual and Mystic Elements in the Works of Aurbindo, To Study the
Relationship between Emotional Intelligence and Academic Stress among University
Students, dk;Zjr ,ao vdk;Zjr efgykvksa ds ifjokjksa esa ekrk&ckyd ds e/; vUr% fdz;k dk v/;;uA, fgUnh lkfgR; vkSj
flusek dk vUr% lEcU/k, Hkkjr esa v/;kid f'k{kk dk futhdj.k and Report of National Workshop on
Basics of E-Content and E- Learning.
We sincerely hope that these in-depth research papers, focusing on different
issues, will further stimulate the academic research, and will help in developing
an insight in the concerned areas. We are eagerly waiting for your critical
response which we shall incorporate in the forthcoming issues.
We are greatly indebted to the paper writers who took keen interest and
submitted their research papers on time. It is because of the sincere
efforts of these people that the IPEM JOURNAL FOR
INNOVATIONS IN TEACHER EDUCATION is in your hand
today.
We are grateful to our Patron Dr. Anupam Goel who provided
all the moral and financial support to publish the IPEM
JOURNAL FOR INNOVATIONS IN TEACHER
EDUCATION.
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Digitalized Application of Micro Teaching in
Teacher Education Programs: A Meta Analysis
Dr. Jasmeet Kaur Tandon*
Sarita Sharma**

Abstract

Today we are living in an electric era. ICT is bringing new opportunities to classroom. It plays an important role
in transforming teaching learning process. The inclusion of ICT helps to concretize that experience and also it
fills gap between knowledge and experience to expression. This study deals with integrating Power Point
Presentation as Computer Based Learning Strategy as a potential tool for improving quality of Micro Teaching
competency. Today power point presentation specially in teaching and learning micro teaching skills play an
important role in helping teacher student in achieving desired learning outcomes as it helps students to
understand skill along with its component in an effective manner by using Potential benefits of using
presentation graphics include: by inserting pictures related to content Power Point Presentation helps in
increasing visual impact on students, it also helps in increasing concentration of students along with
spontaneity and interactivity, it helps to highlight annotations and main points of the content which is far better
way of teaching and learning as compared to lecture method. Researcher prepared this research paper entitled
“Digitalized Application of Micro teaching in Teacher Education Programs: A Meta Analysis” with the
objective of analysing Reaction of students towards the use of ICT in teaching Stimulus Variation Skill in Micro
Teaching. As a reaction towards use of ICT students showed high acceptability, positive and receptive attitude of
students towards ICT adoption for learning process and general usage and show that ICT has been of great value
to their educational advancement in teaching Micro teaching skills.
Keywords: Power Point Presentation, ICT, Teaching Competency.
Strategy as a potential tool for improving quality
of Micro Teaching competency.

Introduction
Today we are living in an electric era. ICT is
bringing new opportunities to classroom. It plays
an important role in transforming teaching
learning process. Usually teachers can build
knowledge only in an abstraction mode. The
inclusion of ICT helps to concretize that
experience and also it fills gap between
knowledge and experience to expression. This
study deals with integrating Power Point
Presentation as Computer Based Learning

Microteaching is a technique that prepare a
student teacher to the real classroom setting as
they are taught and asked to prepare the lesson
according to plan and demonstrate them in their
own class as real teachers do in their class and in
this way normal complexities are reduced in
terms of the Length of lesson; scope of lesson;
time required to complete the content etc.

*Principal, Gyanodaya Mahvidhalaya, Indore (M.P.), tandon.jasmeet30@gmail.com
**Assistant Professor, ILVA Commerce and Science College, Indore (M.P.), drdheeraj25@gmail.com
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Rationale

Limitations

Today we see that according to the changes in
curriculum and time the way of teaching is
becoming a great challenge for teachers and as a
result today power point presentation as a slide
presentation software is playing a vital role in
this field particularly where the classes are large
and the topic to be covered is complex and boring
and power point presentation helps to make
content interesting that can be learned effectively
and efficiently within a limited period of time.
Today power point presentation specially in
teaching and learning micro teaching skills play
an important role in helping teacher student in
achieving desired learning outcomes as it helps
students to understand skill along with its
component in an effective manner by using
Potential benefits of using presentation graphics
include: by inserting pictures related to content
Power Point Presentation helps in increasing
visual impact on students, it also helps in
increasing concentration of students along with
spontaneity and interactivity, it helps to
highlight annotations and main points of the
content which is far better way of teaching and
learning as compared to lecture method.

•
•
•
•

No IQ tests were conducted to select
samples.
Samples selected by random sampling
procedure.
Computer use was limited to the
presentation of Curriculum.
Study was restricted to Indore district only.

Teaching Competency
In the current scenario, students are more
exposed to ICT than teachers. There are many
teachers using ICT as a special session than
taking regular classroom session. So, introducing
CAI in coaching teachers should be given priority
in improving their teaching competency.

Need and Significance of the Study
•

•

Teachers are the “Transformational
Leaders” in the knowledge of society, only if
they are competent enough, according to the
need of the learners.
Especially B.Ed teacher should enhance their
teaching competency to cope up with the
technically advanced Global era.

Objectives
•

Reaction of students towards the use of ICT
in teaching Stimulus Variation Skill in Micro
Teaching.

Approaches in Power Point Presentation
There are three different approaches used in
power point presentation:
03
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•

•

•

Text heavy: This approach is used when the
text is heavy in the form of notes to be
delivered by teacher and its copy that can be
downloaded by student for future reference.
Some Image approach: This approach is
used when the text is written along with
some images i.e. this is a mixed approach in
which lecture notes are visible but in
abbreviated format
Image Heavy Approach: In this version
images are more than text and this signals
students that are required to make their own
notes but at the same time these images
makes content more clear and practical and
help in attracting students attention and in
sustaining interest in studying in class.

•

Sample: 50 Students were selected at
Random basis.
Tool: Likert five point reaction scales used to
administer and analyse reaction of student
trainees towards the use of ICT (Power Point
Presentation) in teaching and learning
process...

•

PROCEDURE
•

Micro teaching skills were taught in non traditional teaching.
Students were asked to take notes and give
advice that could be used as reference
material during the test.
Likert 5 point scale was given to analyse and
administer the reaction of sample towards
the use of ICT.

•

•

Methodology
•

Population: B.Ed students of ILVA
Commerce and Science College of Indore
city.
Administration and Analysis of use of ICT in Teaching and Learning Process
S.NO.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

QUESTIONS
CBL in the form of power point presentation used in
class help students to gain knowledge related to the
components if the skill.
CBL help students in completing academic work
faster and in better manner
ICT help students to gain practical knowledge of the
subject with the help of images and video clips used
during slide presentation.
ICT allows students to exchange ideas
discussion on related skill or topic with
Their teachers.

and make

ICT allows students to exchange ideas
skill and their components with
colleagues in class

related to

ICT facilitate the good and attractive presentation of
content
CBL in the form of slides help students to gain
facilitate the integration of knowledge from different
sources

8

ICT improve and facilitate teacher-student
communication.

9

ICT save the teacher s and students from
work

SD

D

U

A

SA

00

05

0

10

30

0

00

0

10

35

05

05

00

10

30

02

08

00

02

38

03

03

02

02

40

01

00

03

06

40

04

03

03

02

38

05

04

01

06

35

04

04

03

04

35

repeating
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10

Teachers are not equally trained with its proper
implementation.

09

03

03

15

20

11

Makes students inattentive in classrooms or making
the mote skip schools frequently.

04

03

02

16

25

12

There are lots of problems like server error and
connectivity problems which take oodles of time to
troubleshoot it,

04

03

03

19

35

13

Engage students in commenting on social sites and
results in distraction.

03

04

01

12

30

14

Makes learne rs disconnected from the real world
and make them totally depended on internet.

02

01

03

19

25

students who are not familiar with
its
implementation/ use and at the same time from
students point of view it is hazardous due to the
fact that students become totally dependent on
internet, skip schools frequently, becomes
inattentive in class, start commenting on social
sites and try to disconnect them from real world.
At the same time various teachers and students
agree to the fact ICT results in wastage of lot of
time when there is problem in connectivity;
servers are down, electrical failure etc.

Analysis
From the table it can be analysed that 30 to 35
students out of the total sample of 50 students
agree to the fact that use of CBL in the form of
power point presentation used in class help
students to gain knowledge related to the
components of the skill, in completing academic
work faster and in better manner and to gain
practical knowledge of the subject with the help
of images and video clips used during slide
presentation.CBL also help students in
integration of extra knowledge from different
sources along with knowledge related to their
respective subjects ICT tools like Power Point
Presentation under CBL being assistive to
academic success; makes studies enjoyable as
presentation of content using power point
presentation and various other tools becomes
more attractive and along with the use of some
pictures and clips we are able to understand the
importance of the subject and encourage us for
more discussion and in exchanging ideas with
colleagues in class and with teachers and helps to
reduce communication gap with teachers.

Findings
As a reaction towards use of ICT students
showed high acceptability, positive and
receptive attitude of students towards ICT
adoption for learning process and general usage
and show that ICT has been of great value to their
educational advancement in teaching Micro
teaching skills.

Conclusion
From the above analysis it can be deduced that
over 75% of the sample’s positive response are
within the range of agree and strongly agreed.
This appears to show high acceptability of and
positive and receptive attitude of students
towards ICT adoption for learning process and
general usage and tried to show that ICT has been
of great value to their educational advancement,
without which, studies would have been so
boring and uninteresting. 10% of the respondents
are totally clueless as to the impact of ICT tool

At the same time it can been analysed that 30- 35
students strongly agree to the fact that use of ICT
makes learning process quite stressful and
difficult and makes communication gap
between teachers and students as we prefer
direct communication with lecturers than virtual
interactions which greatly makes instructions
more difficult to understand and it is not an easy
task as even today there are few teachers and
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5.

towards their entire learning process and
therefore, gave a neutral view on ICT impact
towards their learning processes.
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Effectiveness of Self- Assessment of Selected
Topics in Science in Terms of Achievement
at Class IX Level
Dr. Kamakshi Agnihotri*
Shashikala Choudhary**

Abstract

The researcher conducted the present study on innovative assessment from active involvement point of view.
The objective was “to compare mean pre and post achievement scores in the group treated through selfassessment exercises for class IX students”. Hypothesis of the study was “there will be no significant difference
between mean pre and post achievement scores in the group treated through self- assessment exercises for class
IX students”. The researcher followed random sampling technique for the selection of school from the list of M.
P. Board affiliated schools. There were thirty eight students in the class for self- assessment exercises at Son
India School, Indore (M.P.). An achievement test developed by the researcher was administered for data
collection. The topics included were; Organization in the living world: Cell and cell structure, Tissues,
Classification of living organisms, Chemical bonding and Chemical reactions. The research was conducted by
following pre test- post test single group design. Statistical calculations done by calculating the mean, SD, r and
‘t’ value of the collected data. The results indicate that the mean post achievement (50.26) scores are
significantly higher than pre achievement (48.05) scores of students treated through self- assessment practices.
This paper is an attempt to explore the idea for best possible achievement level in the learners for transferring it
into daily routine life practices.
Key words: Effectiveness, Self- assessment, Achievement.
the same coin. Self- assessment process requires
well defined objectives, learning activities,
exercises and feedback. It is beneficial due to
flexibility in implementation but there exist
variations in needs and ability of an individual.
Therefore sometimes may not find it convenient
to point out own faults. On the other hand,
sometimes they not feel good to present own
weak points to show high level. Self- assessment
is the process of looking at oneself in order to
assess aspects that are important to one's identity.
During the self- assessment process, students
apply known criteria and expectations to their
work reflect on results to determine their
progress.

Introduction
A society can never exist in the absence of
education. Education is a means through which
people in society get progress. It enriches
knowledge and skills to transmit scientific
knowledge as well as cultural heritage for the
continuous advancement of the society. Teaching
and learning process has been considered as an
inseparable part of life. Each and every society
expects to build up expertise based educational
system for innovative teaching and learning.
Innovative assessments are essentially linked to
effective instructional processes because
instructions and assessment are the two sides of

*Professor and Head, School of Education, Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya, Indore (M.P.) 452001, kamakshhi_anoj@rediffmail.com
**Research Scholar, School of Education, Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya, Indore (M.P.) 452001, shashikc7777@gmail.com
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Examination system in India, especially in school
education, has largely been a paper pencil test.
Set of questions of theoretical nature are
textbook- centric therefore, promote testing of
rote memorization and, to some extent,
theoretical understanding of a learner.
Examination reform consists of giving teachers
the autonomy to teach and to equip them,
through sensible training, with the capacity to
cultivate in children the freedom and the desire
to learn. The prevailing system obstructs both
these freedoms by assigning a fixed number of
periods and marks to each topic in the syllabus.
Today, assessment is a systematic process of
gathering information about student’s
knowledge and it is an integral part of classroom
instructions. Therefore, teachers need to plan it
along with their instructional planning in and
outside classroom. They select assessment
purposes, approaches and tools in conjunction
with their choice of instructional strategies.
Varied modes of assessment including; oral
testing, group work, power point presentations,
project works, performance in assignments,
participation in co- curricular activities,
homework and life skills imbibed by the learners.

assessment, peer- assessment and selfassessment in enhancing active learning. Kee
Shum (2006) investigated effect of new methods
of evaluation of Chinese composition in
secondary schools. Byrd and Matthews (2007)
conducted a study on efficacy of student's selfassessment. Adina Ignat and Petruta Rusu (2011)
found that significant positive correlations
between performance and motivation
components, performance and the meta
cognitive abilities (r = 0,30, p <= 0.05)
performance and self- assessment accuracy (r =
0,57, p <=0.01). Otilia Clipa, Aurora- Thomas,
Martin & Pleasants (2011) studied on using selfand peer- assessment to enhance student’s
future- learning in higher education. Tyagi (2012)
did comparison of peer feedback with the teacher
feedback. Previous researches do not show
uniformity in the findings; some of them did not
favor it while others found self- assessment
exercises effective and beneficial. Training of
learners for the future of nation and proper
exposure for developing the self- assessment
skills is required. The researcher attempted to
explore the idea for best possible achievement
level in the learners for transferring it into daily
routine life practices.

Rationale
There must be emphasis on knowing student’s
unique abilities and aspirations to plan for
quality education. Individual help to learners
and inspire them to pursue own interest and
curiosities. During the last few years there has
been a surge of interest in self- assessment
processes in foreign education and in many parts
of the world. Therefore practical implications of
using self-assessment techniques have been
emerged. This research is an attempt to outline
the rationale for using self- assessment
techniques and presents some practical ideas that
illustrate different developments taking place.
Thus the researcher found a series of studies on
self- assessment in different situations at
different levels should be carried out.

Exams do not serve the needs of social justice.
Exam systems ought to be more flexible. We must
ensure that education and assessment systems
are fair to all social groups, without
discrimination against particular kinds of
learners. There is a lot of psychological data to
suggest that different learners learn differently,
and, hence, to test all learners through a written
test of the same type in subject after subject is
unfair to those whose verbal proficiency is
superior to their writing skills, or those who work
slowly but with deeper insight, or those who
work better in groups than individually.
Researches in this area have been reviewed.
Behrihum et al. (2006) conducted a study
designed to assess the role of teacher-
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Statement of the Problem
The study has been entitled as;
Effectiveness of self- assessment of selected
topics in science in terms of achievement at class
IX level

•

Objective
Objective of the present study was entitled as;
To compare mean pre and post achievement
scores in the group treated through selfassessment exercises for class IX students

Hypothesis
Hypothesis of the present study was as follows;
There will be no significant difference between
mean pre and post achievement scores in the
group treated through self- assessment exercises
for class IX students

•

Methodology
The methodology of the present study was as
follows:
• Sample: The sample for the present research
was comprised of students studying in class
IX at private unaided school, co- education,
English medium, M. P. Board affiliated
school. The researcher applied random
sampling technique (through chit system) to
select school to be treated as sample. Twenty
chits containing names of high schools were
used for sample selection. Twenty schools
were listed in sequence as indicated in the
picked chit one by one. The researcher
contacted for permission in the four schools
in the sequence of list, but could not be

allowed due to some reasons. Intact group of
the fifth selected school was considered as a
sample. Thirty eight students were exposed
to self- assessment exercises after seeking
permission from Son India Indore (M.P.).
Tool: An achievement test containing
questions of maximum 60 marks (developed
by the researcher) was administered for
collecting data. The test comprised of
different test items on the content of selected
chapters of class IX biology; Organization in
the living world: Cell and cell structure,
Tissues, Classification of living organisms,
Chemical Bonding and chemical reactions.
Maximum marks decided for each class test
were twenty marks. The tests were
composed of multiple choice questions,
sentence completion, matching type and
very short answer type pertaining to the
combination of different domains.
Experimental design: In order to test the
relative effectiveness of independent
variable, i.e. achievement, the choice of most
suitable design for this experiment was the
basic step. The researcher found pre testpost test single group design suitable for the
present research. Layout of the experimental
design is as follows:
O X O
O = “O” represents pre test and post test
X = “X” represents treatment

•
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Procedure of data collection: One intact
group belonging to class IX at selected school
was provided opportunities to assess self.
They were introduced for involvement in the
process of self- assessment after attempting
an examination. An achievement test of
maximum marks 60 was designed by the
researcher for administering before the
treatment. It is presents in the table 1.1.
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Table 1.1 Day wise schedule for treatment
S. No.

Days for treatment

Schedule for treatment

1

Day 1

Orientation of the self assessment

2

Day 2

Pre achievement test

3

Day 3 to 14

4

Day 15

Self- assessment along with discussion with on alternate
day the assessment process
Post achievement test

The treatment lasted for fifteen days; orientation
on the first day, then one day for pre test, twelve
days for self assessment and discussion (alternate
day) on the assessment process and last day for
the post test. Researcher prepared six class tests
on the topics which were already taught in
regular classroom by the subject experts
appointed by the school. These test items were
based on the content of selected chapters of class
IX Science; Organization in the living world: Cell
and cell structure, Tissues, Classification of living
organisms, Chemical Bonding and chemical
reactions. There were six sessions; two periods @
40 minutes for each test paper. One period to
attempt the test items along with discussion on
marks and comments during self- assessment on
the next day.

Statistical Analysis
Raw scores obtained from pre and post
achievement tests were presented in tabular form
for the purpose of interpretation. For the analysis
of collected data; the mean, SD, r and ‘t’ value
were calculated.

Results and Interpretation
The objective of present study was “to compare
mean pre and post achievement scores in the
group treated through self- assessment exercises
for class IX students”. The data was statistically
calculated to find the mean, SD, r and ‘t’ value.

Table 1.2 Testing- wise M, SD, r and t- value of achievement
Testing

M

SD

Pre- test

48.05

3.41

Post- test

50.26

2.91

r

‘t’ value

ρ value

Remark

0.98

7.495

0.00

ρ < 0.01

From the above table 1.1, it is evident that the t value for achievement is 7.495, whose ρ value is
0.00. It is less than 0.01 level of significance,
therefore it is significant at 0.01 level with df = 38.
It indicates that the mean achievement scores at
pre and post test stage of students treated
through self- assessment exercises differ
significantly. In this context the null hypothesis
that “there will be no significant difference

between mean pre and post achievement scores
in the group treated through self- assessment
exercises for class IX students” is rejected.
Further the t – value for mean achievement scores
after the treatment was found to be 50.26 which is
significantly higher than t – value before the
treatment which is 48.05. Therefore it can be said
that self- assessment exercises were found to
enhance the student’s achievement level. Thus, it
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concept on mark sheets must be replaced by
terms such as; unsatisfactory or more work to
attain desired standards by permitting repeated
retake. Teachers need to look at the holistic
assessment of a learner which includes; Life
Skills, Attitudes and Values, Sports and Games.
The CCE scheme aims at addressing these in a
holistic manner. Marks should be given on the
observable attributes of student, for performance
of overall academic year on his / her
performance in class test, on attendance and cocurricular activities. Rigid written exams insulate
students from the realities of the world,
rendering them unfit to face competitions. The
solution lies in bringing about a more responsive
work culture in educational institutions.
Empowered teachers are vital to attempt for
transforming education through examination
reforms. During innovative assessment the
students get an opportunity of understanding at
own pace. It is a self- learning style to motivate
the students in which immediate reinforcement
is provided in the form of feedback to
performance.

can be concluded that self- assessment exercises
were found to be effective in terms of
achievement.

Discussion on Findings
The researcher found that - the exposure of
students for self- assessment exercises was
favorable for the students. The experimental
group was found to perform significantly better
in post test. It is found to be an effective
assessment strategy for providing real learning
experiences. It can be used in any setting
convenient to the learner and may be completed
at learner’s own pace. The findings are supported
by previous researchers. Behrihum et al. (2006)
and Kee Shum (2006) reported innovative
assessments are enhancing active learning. Byrd
and Matthews (2007) found efficacy of student's
self- assessment. Adina Ignat and Petruta Rusu
(2011) reported significant positive correlations
between performance and the meta cognitive
abilities. According to Otilia Clipa, AuroraThomas, Martin & Pleasants (2011) self- and peerassessment favors student’s future- learning in
higher education. These innovations might
reduce stress and also supportive for better longterm learning. Self- assessment depends upon
observation as per decided criteria which help
students to know about own strengths and
weakness. Awareness about performance criteria
enables learners to control over learning
processes. There is increased motivation linked
with setting of short- term objectives. This
approach may also promote positive changes in
teaching and learning style.

Recommendations
Innovations in the process of assessment provide
an insight into student’s comprehension which
may be helpful in identifying gaps in learner’s
knowledge. Encouraging them for examination
of own levels of understanding can be called as a
'wake- up call for improvements'. It is necessary
for the students to get new experiences at each
and every step to reach on a good position and to
achieve success. This study was deficient in
respect of science content covered in tests and
time spent with students. The quality could be
improved if more resources were available.
Anyhow the results of the study can be said to be
sufficient for generalization of teaching methods.
Similar self assessment activities can be designed
for improved performance at each and every step
to be followed by individuals.

Conclusion
In the light of the statistical analysis and the
finding of the study, the following conclusions
were drawn;
Our education system needs examination
reforms. Elimination of the term pass / fail
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A Comparative Study of Gender Difference in the
Level of Self- Esteem of Single
Child Adolescents of District Sirsa
Dr. Rajni Bala*

Abstract

This research paper presents the results of an investigation which has explored the gender difference in the level
of self-esteem in single child adolescents of district Sirsa. The sample comprised of 200 adolescent students in
which 78 were girl students and 122 were boy students. The data was collected by using a self-constructed and
standardized self-esteem scale consisting of 60 items for peer group and 50 items for teachers. The overall results
revealed that there is no significant gender difference in the level of self-esteem of single child adolescents. It is
also revealed that single child status does not affect the personality of an individual.
Keywords: Single Child, Adolescents, Self-Esteem, Sirsa.
development and self-esteem. Many studies have
shown that adolescent girls tend to have lower
self-esteem and more negative assessment of
their physical characteristics and intellectual
abilities than boys have. Boys seem to score
higher than girls on self-esteem during
adolescents. Girls are more concerned about their
social lives and their general acceptance by others
as compared to boys who are more concerned
about being disliked. Many people think that
children with no sibling have higher self-esteem
than children with one or more siblings. In the
sight of the literature and some narratives
collected from the parents and peers of the
singletons the aim of the current research study is
to explore the gender difference on the variable of
self-esteem in single child adolescents of Sirsa
city of Haryana. The hypothesis set forward for
the study was:There is no significant gender
difference in the level of self-esteem of single
child adolescents of Sirsa district.

Introduction
Self- esteem defined as the general selfevaluation of a person toward herself/ himself, is
one of the main human need, it is actually a
characteristic of a normal person. Many
psychologists know its deficiency as the root of
many psychological diseases. These
characteristics are more important as one of the
main and dominate process of social and
psychological growth of personality. Family
structure is the important social aspect for the
development of self-esteem. At present India sees
rise in single child families. Woman’s
employment has important influence on the
decision to have children and on the number of
children to have (Davis Netzley, 1998). Data from
the Indian Human Development Survey of 200405 show that about 16% of woman with a college
degree seem to have stopped after one child and
that 13% of those living in the four metro cities
have done the same. However many other factors
contribute to influence an adolescent’s personal

*Assistant Professor, Shah Satnam Ji College of Education, Sirsa, Haryana.
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Statement of Problem

•

A Comparative Study of Gender Difference in the
Level of Self- esteem of Single Child Adolescents
of District Sirsa.

•

Operational Definitions of the Terms

•

Single child: Single child is a person with no
sibling either biological or adopted. This term
single child is generally applied to those
individuals who never have siblings.

There is an average level of self- esteem in
single child adolescents as perceived by
teachersof Sirsa district.
There is no significance gender difference in
the level of self- esteem of single child
adolescents as perceived by peer group of
Sirsa district.
There is no significance gender difference in
the level of self- esteem of single child
adolescents as perceived by teachers of Sirsa
district.

Methodology

Adolescent: A young person who has undergone
puberty but who has not reached full maturity.

Ex-post facto method of research has been
followed for conducting the study. It is known
“after the facto research,” an ex-post facto design
is considered quasi-experiment because the
subjects are not randomly assigned. They are
grouped based on a particular characteristics or
trait.

Self-esteem: Self- esteemreflects a person’s
overall subjective emotional evaluation of or her
own worth. It is a judgment of oneself as well as
an attitude toward the self. Self- esteem his also
known by the names of self-worth, self-integrity,
self-regard and self-respect.

Sample
Research Questions
A sample of 200 single child adolescents,
comprising 78 girls and 122 boys of Sirsa District
has been selected through purposive sampling
technique.

Objectives of the study
• To study the level of self- esteem of the single
child adolescents as perceived by peer group
of Sirsa district.
• To study the level of self- esteem of the single
child adolescents as perceived by teachersof
Sirsa district.
• To study the gender difference between the
level of self- esteem in single child
adolescents as perceived by peer group of
Sirsa district.
• To study the gender difference between the
level of self- esteem in single child
adolescents as perceived by teachers of Sirsa
district.

Tool Used
A self- esteem scale consisting of 60 items for peer
group and 50 items for teachers has been used to
collect the data. The tool was self-constructed
and was also standardized.

Statistical Technique
T- test was used by the investigate to find the
level of difference in terms of gender in single
child adolescents with reference to self-esteem.

Hypotheses of the study
• There is an average level of self- esteem in
single child adolescents as perceived by peer
group of Sirsa district.

Analysis and Interpretation
H-1 There is an average level of self-esteem in
single child adolescents as perceived by peer
group of Sirsa district.
14
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Table-1 Level of Self-Esteem in Single Child Adolescents as
Perceived by Peer Group of Sirsa District
Class Intervals

Frequency

Level of Self-Esteem

0-100

0%0

Low

100-200

66%66

Average

200-300

34%34

High

Table-1 depicts the level of self-esteem in single
child adolescent students as perceived by their
peer group. 0% single child adolescents have
demonstrated the low level of self-esteem where
as 66% single child adolescents have shown an
average level of self-esteem and 34% single child
adolescents have demonstrated a high level of
self-esteem from the stand point of their peers.
Hence, the hypothesis that there is an average
level of self-esteem in single child adolescents as
perceived by peer group is accepted. In other
words two-third single child adolescents have
shown average level of self-esteem and one-third
single child adolescents have shown a high level

of self-esteem. There is a need to develop the level
of high self-esteem among single child
adolescents because it serves as a protective
function and reduces anxiety. Psychologists
usually regard self-esteem as an enduring
personality characteristic. The feeling of
worthiness or significance can be instilled in a
child by influencing him or her with words and
deeds, by nurturing and protecting with caring
and meeting needs.
H-2 There is an average level of self-esteem in
single child adolescents as perceived by teachers
of Sirsa district.

Table-2 Level of Self-Esteem in Single Child Adolescents as
Perceived by Teachers of Sirsa District
Class Intervals

Frequency

Level of Self-Esteem

1-84

0%0

Low

85-168

52%52

Average

169-250

48%48

High

Table-2 represents the level of self-esteem in
single child adolescents as perceived by teachers.
0% single child adolescents have demonstrated
the low level of self-esteem whereas 52% single
child adolescent students have shown average
level of self-esteem while remaining 48% single
child adolescent students have shown a high

level of self-esteem in the view of their teachers.
Hence, the hypothesis that there is an average
level of self-esteem in single child adolescents as
perceived by teachers is accepted.
Approximately 50% single child adolescent
students need to develope their level of selfesteem.
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Scores of Self-Esteem

Figure 1: Level of Self Esteem in Single Child Adolescents of Sirsa District.

A= Peer Group’s Perception About Single Child Adolescents.
B= Teacher’s Perception About Single Child Adolescents
H-3 There is no significance gender difference in
the level of self- esteem of single child

adolescents as perceived by peer group of Sirsa
district.

Table-3 Gender Difference in the Level of Self-Esteem of
Single Child Adolescents of Sirsa District as Perceived by Peer Group
Group

No.

Mean

S.D.

Single Child Adolescents (Girls)

37

195.45

19.30

0.43

Single Child Adolescents (Boys)

63

197.19

19.11

Not Significant

Table 3 depicts the gender difference in the level
of self-esteem among single child adolescent
students as perceived by peer group of Sirsa
district. The mean score of self-esteem of single
child adolescent girl students and single child
adolescent boys is 195.45 and 197.19 respectively.
The standard deviation for single child girl
students is 19.30 and for boys is 19.11. The
calculated t-value 0.43 is less than the table value
1.98 at 0.05 level of significant at 98 degree of
freedom. Hence, the null hypothesis that there is

t-Value

no significant difference in the level of selfesteem among single child adolescents as
perceived by peer group is accepted. It can be
stated that single child girl students do not differ
from single child boy students with regard to
self-esteem.
H-4 There is no significance gender difference in
the level of self- esteem of single child
adolescents as perceived by teachers of Sirsa
district.
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Table-4 Gender Difference in the Level of Self-Esteem of Single
Child Adolescents of Sirsa District as Perceived by Teachers
Group

No.

Mean

S.D.

Single Child Adolescents (Girls)

41

168.68

21.14

0.97

Single Child Adolescents (Boys)

59

164.39

19.21

Not Significant

Table 4 illustrates the gender difference in the
level of self-esteem of single child adolescents as
perceived by teachers of Sirsa district. The mean
value of self-esteem for single child adolescent
girls and for single child adolescent boys is 166.68
and 164.39 respectively. The standard deviation
for single child adolescent girls is 21.14 and for
single child adolescents boys is 19.21. The
calculated t-value 0.97 is less than the table value
1.98 at 0.05 level of significance at 98 degree of
freedom. Hence, the null hypothesis that there is
no significant gender difference in the level of
self-esteem of single child adolescents as
perceived by teachers is accepted. In other words
it can be said that single child adolescent girls do
not differ from single child adolescents boys with
regard to self-esteem as perceived by teachers.

•

•

The noteworthy thing is that both the perception
given by teachers and peer group about the single
child adolescents with regard to self-esteem are
similar. It can be argued that there is no gender
difference in the level of self-esteem of single
child adolescents. Mullis & Chapman (2000),
substantiates the finding of the present study.
They studied on association among gender, age
and self-esteem and found that adolescents
having high self-esteem focused on problem
solving strategy while emotion focused strategy
was used by those adolescents who have low
esteem. Gender is not only the single basis for the
determination or identification of the level of selfesteem of adolescents.

In the view of peer group 66% single child
adolescents have demonstrated average
level of self-esteem while 34% single child
adolescents have demonstrated high level of
self-esteem. Besides this in the view of
teachers 52% single child adolescents have
demonstrated average level and 48% single
child have demonstrated high level of selfesteem.
No significant gender difference in the level
of self-esteem of single child adolescents as
perceived by peer group since the calculated
t-value 0.43 is less than table-value 1.98 at
0.05 level of significance at 98 degree of
freedom.
No significant gender difference in the level
of self-esteem of single child adolescents
apperceived by teachers since the calculated
t-value 0.97 is less than table-value 1.98 at
0.05 level of significance at 98 degree of
freedom.

Conclusion
From the above observation, it can be concluded
that single child status does not affects the
personality of the adolescents. There are many
other factors which affect the personality of
adolescents i.e. child rearing, parenting style,
living standard, economic condition and
education level of the parents and basic nature of
the individual also determine the personality of
the adolescents. The present study shows that
majority of the adolescents either boys or girls
have shown average level to high level of self
esteem. Parents and teachers must teach the
adolescents, how to work in the real world to
achieve desired goals or results. They must be a
role model and show responsible behavior.

Findings:
•

t-Value

Single Child Adolescents have Average level
of Self-Esteem.
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3.

Parents need to see their children unique,
participate in their joys and pains. Ability of
judging the child by looking at their peers, not
only hurt the child’s pride but also lower their
self-esteem. Therefore parents must allow their
child to blossom with his/her personality.

4.

5.
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Integration of Mathematics in Teaching of Physics

Sadhana Shrinivas Hulyalkar*

Abstract

Mathematics is the mother of all sciences. So students need to have strong foundation of basic mathematics even
to learn science. It is found that most of the students find Physics as a difficult subject. There is a phobia about
Physics. This leads to disliking of the subjects. This paper focuses on the reasons why students find the subject
difficult. The researcher has done survey. A questionnaire was given to the students to know the reasons of
disliking of the subjects. Even 10 physics teachers from different schools were interviewed. The analysis of
feedback from the student and teachers was done. It was found that some where there was a connection with
mathematics. So an experiment was done. Two classes of STD IX were selected. One class was taught the basic
concept of Physics using mathematical way and other class by using the guidelines given in the textbook. After
that the test of both classes were taken and performance of both the classes were compared. It was found that the
group to which mathematical approach was used showed better performance. So the researcher has tried to
conclude that while teaching physics as a separate subject for the first time, teacher must use interdisciplinary
approach. The research is supported by the data of number candidate who appear for the interview as Physics
teacher. So through the paper the researcher has suggested that every physics teacher must focus on
understanding of basic mathematics concept of the students.
Key Words: Integration, Mathematics, Physics.
solving attitude. [7]. If we combine these two
objects it is conclude that students must solve the
problem in their day to day life using the scientific
knowledge they had and indirectly contribute to
solve the problems of country.[1] But if the
students have phobia of any of these two subjects,
then how are they going to develop the scientific
attitude and how they will solve day to day life
problems. It was found that when students learn
physics at the first time as a separate subject, [9]
they do not understand the basic concepts in
Physics. This leads to create the disliking of
subject. When these concepts are not clear, it’s
difficult for the student o understand the higher
level concepts of physics. So it develops phobia

Introduction
History showed that physics can be a fertile
ground for new mathematical ideas and creative
mathematical reasoning. [8]. So Physics and
mathematics are interlinked. That is the reason
we need to apply interdisciplinary approach [6].
As suggested by NCF 2005, the main objective of
teaching of science at secondary level is to
develop the scientific attitude among the
students [7]. It is expected that students must
verify the facts based on the scientific knowledge.
It also suggests that learning of science develop
curiosity among the children. In the same way
according to NCF the broader objective of
teaching mathematics is to develop the problem
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of physics amongst the students. So to avoid this
the researcher has conducted an experiment with
the help of physics teachers in the school where
basic physical concepts of physics using
mathematical approach that is synthesis and
analysis method of teaching mathematics was
used to teach physics.[10][6].

4.
5.

concepts of physics.
To make the students understand
importance of mathematics to learn science.
To apply interdisciplinary approach.

Methodology
The research carried out in three steps.

Objectives
1.
2.
3.

Survey of students to know which subjects they
like the most. 40 students of class 9 were selected
and their responses were recorded as

To know about the interests of students.
To find the reasons of physics phobia.
To make the strong foundation of basic

Subject

Mathematics

No. of
students

Physics

9

6

To know the reasons of disliking of the subjects
from the students point of view. The reasons
mentioned by students are given below1. It is not interesting.
2. It’s similar as mathematics.
3. We need to learn many formulas.
4. Lot of calculation is involved in the problems
of Physics.
5. The concepts are very difficult to
understand.
6. Ignorance of the Physics class.
7. Derivations of formulae are difficult to
understand.
8. Almost all concepts there are graphs which is
difficult to plot as such plotting is not taught
in mathematics classes.
9. The expected answers and the experimental
results show much difference so the
tendency of students is to learn the reading
and the observation during practical exam.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Interview of Physics teachers.
10 physics teachers from different schools were
interviewed to know their opinion about the
topic. We receive following reasons why the
children do not take interest in learning of
physics-

9.

20

Chemistry

Biology

10

15

Mathematical concepts are not strong.
Not able to read the figures.
Instead of focusing on the derivation of
formulas they just learn it without
understanding.
Lack of algebraic and geometrical
knowledge.
They do not study with interest.
At higher classes the students who do not
take mathematics as a subject at std.11 find
Physics much difficult.
Physics is very abstract.
Those who wish to choose their carrier in
medical field, do not want to study
mathematics, thus learning of physics is
done for the seek of scoring marks in
entrance exams for such courses.
Sometimes Physics teachers also have fear of
mathematics.
Teacher agree that physics requires good
knowledge mathematics and cannot be
learned without mathematics background
but from students point of view not having
good mathematics background does not
make physics difficult. So they do not want
to revise mathematical concepts.
Experiment to teach Physics in two different
ways.

Integration of Mathematics in Teaching of Physics

10. Topics taught- reflection, refraction.
Displacement, velocity, acceleration, Inertia,
energy, volume and density. It took 15 days
to carry out this experiment.[ 2]

Unit of displacement/ Unit of time = m/s or by
using laws of indices we can get as ms^(-1)
Students would easily understand the concept of
velocity.

*.Method of teaching physics using mathematicsFor example Velocity was taught in the following
way-

There is similarity in the formulas of speed and
velocity as
Speed= (Distance )/(time )
Students have already learned this formula in std
VIII. The teacher just needs to introduce the
concept of scalars and vectors and explain the
term.

Explanation given by the teacherDefinition- Velocity is the Rate of change of
displacement.

Similar way other concepts of Physics were
taught mathematically.

Mathematical form of the same isVelocity= Displacement/(time )
Here mathematically V = D when t=1.

The feedback received from the students was
satisfactory.

So velocity is nothing but displacement when
time is 1 unit. That is velocity is displacement in
unit time.

The performance of both groups in pre test and
post test is shown by the table and the graph.

So this way it is easy to understand the concept of
velocity. Further we can get the unit of velocity
as,

Pre-Test and Post Test..

Sr.
No.

Range of marks in %

Number of students
Pre test

Post test

1

Below 40

12

2

2

40- 49

10

2

4

50-59

8

13

5

60- 79

5

15

6

80- 100

5

8

Total students

40

40
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IV. Result

Sr.
No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Range of marks in %

Number of students
Pre test

Post test

Difference

1

Below 40

12

2

10

2

40- 49

10

2

8

4

50-59

8

13

5

5

60- 79

5

15

10

6

80- 100

5

8

3

Total students

40

40

The performance of the student in physics
was improved.
The number of students who scored below
40% in pre test was reduced by 10.
Similar way the number of students who
scored above 80% was increased by
Students from the experimental group gave
the feedback that they understand the
concept in a better way.
It helped for the teachers also to teach new
concepts.
It was also found that students in the control
group struggle with problems in physics
containing algebraic expressions

Discussion and Conclusion
Teaching of Physics cannot be separated from
teaching of mathematics.
There are many
similarities in these subjects so these two subjects
can be taught by integrating. Every Physics
teacher must teach mathematics at least for one
class till STD 10. Teaching methods of both the
subjects can be used for teaching both the subjects
as per the concept. Negligence of mathematics
should be reduced right from primary classes.
Our main findings show that a large number of
the physics concepts require mathematics,
especially the competency in handing symbols.
Why our students’ struggle with physics
concepts which require mathematics?
Difficulties with mathematics in physics could be
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related to 1) the prerequisite mathematical
competencies required in physics and/or 2)
struggles with transfer between mathematics
and physics. It is found that the symbolic
language of algebra is needs cognitive
development of students to transfer from
mathematics to physics. It is possible that this
transfer is even more challenging for students.
While interacting with the teachers it was found
that students get stuck in mathematical part of
physics and that is why it is necessary to
investigate the role of mathematics in teaching of
physics. [11]. In addition, the teachers need to
learn to reach their students and how to make
them understand the physics concepts. Even
though the teacher is highly qualified she needs
to be flexible to adopt the new ways which can be
very easy. Students also should feel that my
Physics teacher is equally good at mathematics.
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Abstract

The present study was carried on “to study the relationship between emotional intelligence and academic stress
among university students”. This study was descriptive in nature. A sample of 200 students was selected from
University in Punjab.Aims: The objective of the study(1) tostudytherelationship between emotional
intelligence and academic stress of university students(2)tostudytherelationship between emotional
intelligence and academic stress among university students.Tools and Techniques: Scale of Emotional
intelligence by Anukool Hyde, SanjyotPethe and UpinderDhar (2002) and scale of Academic stress by Kim
(1970) have been used to collect the data. For the purpose of the drawing out the result statistical technique used
which includes mean standard deviation t-test and co-efficient correlation.Results:the findings of this study
analysed that there is positive as well as negative significant relationship among university students, students
from pharmacy stream face highly academic stress as compared to management stream. it shows that highly
emotionally intelligent students face lower academic stress as compared to less emotionally intelligent students.
Keywords: - Emotional Intelligence, Academic Stress, Pharmacy and Management University students.
nation. It is important for the educational
institutions to maintain well balanced
educational environment which arehelpful for
better learning of the students which isbased on
theirpersonal needs. All students have different
values, goals and expectations that they want to
be fulfilled but it is only possible if their goals,
expectations and values are integrated with that
of the organization (Goodman, 1993).

Introduction
Stress has been growing to be a veryessentialarea
in educational circles. In the area of behavioural
science, many researchers have carried out deep
research on the issue of stress and its impacts and
revealed that the stress topic needed more
concentration (Agolla, 2009). If stress not well
managed then it has either negative or positive
effects in the educational institutions (Stevenson
& Harper, 2006). Academic institutions have
diverse work settings compare to non-academic
and therefore one would expect the difference in
symptoms, causes, and consequences of stress
(Chang& Lu, 2007). It is important for the society
that pupils should begain required knowledge
and skills so that they can positively contribute
tothe progression of the general economy of any

Emotional Intelligence
Over the last two decades the concept of
emotional intelligence as a part of individual
talents has grown up.The growth of emotional
intelligence concept can respond tonumerous
problems not only in theoretical and
psychological aspects, but also in health,
education, and management problems.

*Assistant Professor, Lovely Professional University.
**Research Scholar(Integrated B.Ed.M.Ed), Lovely Professional University
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Emotional intelligence, as a stress manager, is the
ability to manage distressing moods well and
controlling impulses; to become motivated; to
remain hopeful and optimistic when setbacks
towards goals arise. Mayer, Salovey and Caruso
(2000) defined Emotional intelligence as a set of
capabilities that account for how people more
accurately solve their emotional lives problems
by understanding of their emotions.

3.
4.
5.

Goleman (1998) writes that emotional
intelligence include such skills as being able to
stimulate oneself, being persistent in facing
obstacles and achieving goals, controlling
impulses and delaying gratification, controlling
one's moods, thinking logically, empathizing
with others and hoping.

To motivate ourselves
To identify and understanding other’s
people’s emotions.
And to handle these relationship.
Emotional Intelligence is the skill for
explaining the emotions and of emotions to
increase thinking. It is the ability to perceive
emotions accurately and to access and
produce emotions so as to guide thought to
understand the emotions and emotional
knowledge and to reflectively control
emotions so as to encourage emotional and
intellectual growth.

Daniel Goleman says if your emotional abilities
are nit in hand, if you don’t have self-awareness,
if you are not able to manage your distressing
emotions, if you could not have empathy and
effective relationships, then no matter how smart
you are

As Goleman Suggested, emotional intelligence
includes capability to resolve the emotional
problems, capability to accept realism, flexibility
and skill to regulate and alter their reactions
regarding stress and crisis. He thought that
emotional intelligence forms a better way to use
intelligent Quotient (IQ) through self-control,
perseverance, and self-motivation. Goleman
supposed that individual should wisely face his
emotions instead of ignoring their emotions.
Bar-On presented a model for intelligence and
supposed that Emotional Intelligence is an
mixture of a variety of skills that contribute to
successful performance and effective
environmental adjustment in life.

Academic Stress
Academic stressors include the student's
perception of the extensive knowledge base
required and the perception of an inadequate
time to develop it (Carveth et al., 1996).
Studentsreport experiencing/facing academic
stress at predictable times each semester with the
greatest sources of academic stress resulting from
taking and studying for exams, comparison with
other students’ marks, grade competition and the
large amount of content to master in a small
amount of time (Abouserie, 1996). When stress is
perceived negatively or becomes excessive,
students experience physical and psychological
impairment. Academic stressors include the
student's perception of the extensive knowledge
base required and the perception of an
inadequate time to develop it (Carveth et al.,
1996). Students report experiencing academic
stress at predictable times each semester with the
greatest sources of academic stress resulting from
taking and studying for exams, grade
competition, and vast content to master in less
time (Abouserie, 1996). Students experience

Peter Salovey and John Mayer (1990) Emotional
Intelligence is the capacity to examine one's own
and emotions of other people's, to distinguish
among diverse emotions and label them properly
and to use emotional information to guide
thinking and behaviour.”
According to Goleman (1995) emotional
intelligence having 5 components like these are
following:
1.
To know our/self emotions (selfawareness).
2. To manage these emotions
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physical and psychological impairment by
perceiving negative stress.

Emotional Intelligence and educational stress in
the students of Birjand University of Medical
Sciences (BUMS). Findings of the research
indicated that the students of Birjand University
of Medical Sciences were having a moderate to
high level of Emotional Intelligence. There was a
relationship between some subscales of academic
stress and emotional intelligence.”

Academic stress can be defined as a chronic stress
due to the nature of educational demands; was
related with negative health outcomes of
depression and bodily illness (Mac George,
Samter and Gillhan, 2005).
Bisht (1989) was defined academic stress is
aacademic demand that tax or exceed the
accessible resources both internal or external as
cognitively appeared by the student involved.
According to Bisht academic stress reflects
perception of student’s educational frustration,
conflict related with education, pressure related
with educational work and academic anxiety.

Sharma (2017) find out the study “to adjustment
of working women in relation to emotional
intelligence, spiritual intelligence and life
satisfaction. The result revealed that there was
significant negative relationship between
adjustment and emotional intelligence, spiritual
intelligence and life satisfaction among a sample
of 530 working women. The result revealed that
as the scores of emotional intelligence, spiritual
intelligence and life satisfaction were increasing
the score of adjustment were decreasing as the
lower scores of adjustment showed better
adjustment.”

Nada Abisamra (2000)explored “to study of
relationship between emotional intelligence and
academic achievement on a 500 students 11th
graders (boys and girls) from public and private
schools in Montgomery, Alabama. The BarOn
EQ-i is an interval scale test that consists of 133
items was used for the data collection. The study
concluded that there was significant positive
relationship between emotional intelligence and
academic achievement.”

Nadaf (2018) carried “tostudy on emotional
intelligence, personality characteristics’ and
gender: an empirical study of college principles.
The objectives of this study were to analyze the
emotional intelligence and personality
characteristics’ of principles in relation to gender
and to find out the relationship between
emotional intelligence and personality
characteristics’ of the college principles. The
result of this study was there was no significant
difference in the personality characteristics of
male and female principals, there was a
significant difference in emotional intelligence
and gender and also there was a significant
positive relationship in personality and
emotional intelligence of college principles.”

Kumar (2005) conducted “to study the
relationship between emotional intelligence and
personal effectiveness. The study was carried on
50 post graduates (25 male and 25 female) from
different departments of Delhi University. The
result revealed that there was a positive
relationship between emotional intelligence and
personal effectiveness.”
Miri and Moodis (2013) examined “to study the
relationship between emotional intelligence and
academic stress in the medical sciences students.
260 students were selected for this study.The
tools were used for data collection were
standardized EI Shering's (33 questions, five
domains) and the Student-Life Stress Inventory
(57 questions, nine domains).The purpose of this
research was to assess the relationship between

Jadav (2018) carried “to study on emotional
intelligence and anxiety among M.B.B.S and B.Sc.
nursing students. The purpose of this study was
to find out and measure the correlation between
emotional intelligence and anxiety among
M.B.B.S and B.Sc. nursing students. The output of
this research was emotional intelligence and
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anxiety was significant. And correlation was 0.89 between emotional intelligence and anxiety,
it was negative correlation.”

Alam and Halder (2018) conducted the study “ to
compare the academic stress and academic
performance and to analyse the relationship in
both variables among higher secondary students
in relation to their gender. The result depicted
that there was a significant difference in the
academic stress and academic performance in the
higher secondary students and also showed the
negative correlation between these two
variables.”

Empan (2015)conducted “to study on the
relationship between academic stress and its
relationship with Anxiety and time
management. The purpose of this study was to
find out the relationship between academic stress
and its relation to anxiety and time management.
The result showed that there was a strong
positive relationship between academic stress
and anxiety, a weak positive relationship
between anxiety and management and there was
no significant relationship between academic
stress and time management.”

Objectives of the Study
•

•
Bhatti et al. (2018) find out “to study the
relationship between personality traits and
academic stress among postgraduate students in
Pakistan. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the relationship between personality
traits, academic stress and academic
performance. . This study also explored that
Impacts of academic stress vary from person to
person, depending on the personality traits and
personal resilience. For the students, the
personality traits are important in terms of their
academic stress level. Students with positive
personality traits like openness to experience,
conscientiousness, extroversion and hand and
students with negative personality traits like
neuroticism tend to perceive higher level of
academic stress. The findings of this study
concluded that students with positive
personality traits were lower stress as compared
to students who have negative personality
traits.”

Tostudytherelationship between emotional
intelligence and academic stress of
management students.
Tostudytherelationship between emotional
intelligence and academic stress of
pharmacy students.

Hypothesis of the Study
•

•

There is no significant relationship between
emotional intelligence and academic stress
of management students.
There is no significant relationship between
emotional intelligence and academic stress
of pharmacy students.

Variables
The present researcher will be take two variables
in this study, emotional intelligence and
academic stress. In this study gender wise
classification should be done like male and
female and also two streams should be taken
management and pharmacy.

Methodolgy

Rehana (2018) worked on “to study the
relationship between emotional intelligence and
academic stress among university students. The
result of this study showed that the male student
of university experience high level of emotional
intelligence than academic stress while female
students of university have higher level of
academic stress than emotional intelligence.”

The methodology is the most essential part of any
research. Methodologies in fact determine the
density of any research. Every steps of research
have to be planned and designed carefully. This
was a descriptive study designed to compare the
emotional intelligence and academic stress
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among management and pharmacy students in
relation to gender.

Delimitation of the Study
•

Population
•
The students of Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara belonging to management and
pharmacy streams constituted the population of
the present research works.

•

The present study is delimited to only one
university.
The present study is delimited only with two
psychological variables emotional
intelligence and academic stress.
The present study is delimited to
Management and Pharmacy with two
streams only.

Sample and Sampling Technique
Procedure
The students of Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara belonging to management and
pharmacy streams constituted the population of
the present research work. A representative
sample of 200 university students belonging to
management and pharmacy streams were
selected through stratified random sampling
technique by giving due to weight age to both
streams, out of 200 university students that is 100
students from pharmacy and 100 from
management streams were selected, gender wise
that is male 50 and female 50, in relation to
location that is 50 rural and 50 urban, from both
the respective streams were selected.

The researcher collected the data by personally
visiting in Lovely Professional University,
Phagwara. After taking permission from this
concerned authority with the respective blocks
management and pharmacy blocks one by one.
The researcher met to the pharmacy and
management students in their respective blocks.
Before administering the scale, they were made
clear about the purpose of collecting the data and
confidentiality level was set up with learners.

Results and Findings
After collecting data of Emotional intelligence
and Academic stress among university students
of management and pharmacy streams, the data
were subjected to statistical treatment and
interpretation like analysis, conclusion and
results pertaining according to the objectives of
the study. When researcher drawing out the
conclusion and also formulates the
generalization then it is very important for him to
the nature of the research and sample type must
be kept in viewing. For the present study data
have been analyzed under following headings.

Tools
For each and every type of research the
researcher needs certain instruments to gather
new facts and to explore new area. Tools are the
main bases to collect relevant data. The selection
of suitable tools is of vital important for success of
full research so for the present study following
tools are used to collect data:
1.

2.

Emotional intelligence scale by Anukool
Hyde , SanjyotPethe and UpinderDhar
(2002)
Academic stress scale made by Kim(1970)
and revised by Rajendran and
Kaliappan(1990)

•
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The objective of the present study to find out the
relationship between emotional intelligence and

academic stress score of management students.

TABLE 1
MANAGEMENT
Variables

Coefﬁcient of correlation

Level of signiﬁcant

Emotional
Intelligence

-0.026

Not
Signiﬁcant

Academic
Stress

*p<0.05, **p<0.01
It is clear from table 1 that the coefficient of
correlation emotional intelligence and academic
stress of management students is -0.026 which is
not significant at 0.05 levels. Thus the first
hypothesis stated that “there is no significant
relationship between the emotional intelligence
and academic stress score of university students
belonging to management stream” is accepted.

•

Result pertaining to study relationship
between emotional intelligence and
academic stress score of university students
belonging to pharmacy stream.

The objective of the present study to find out the
relationship between emotional intelligence and
academic stress score of pharmacy student.

TABLE 2
PHARMACY
Variables

Coefﬁcient of correlation

Level of signiﬁcant

Emotional
Intelligence

-0.294**

0.01

Academic
Stress

*p<0.05**p<0.01
It is clear from table 2 the coefficient of correlation
between emotional intelligence and academic
stress of management students is -0.294** which
is significant at 0.01 level. Emotional intelligence
is negatively correlated with academic stress. As
the score of the emotional intelligence increase

the scores of academic stress decrease. This
means emotional intelligence directly influences
the academic stress among students.Thus the
second hypothesis stated as “there is no
significant relationship between emotional
intelligence and academic stress of university
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students belonging to pharmacy streams” is
rejected.

3.

Results

4.

1

2

The hypothesis that there is no significant
relationship between emotional intelligence
and academic stress of university students
belonging to management stream is
accepted. This indicates emotional
intelligence and academic stress do not show
significant in management stream.
The hypothesis that there is no significant
relationship between emotional intelligence
and academic stress of university students
belonging to pharmacy stream is rejected.
This indicates that there is significant
relationship between emotional intelligence
and academic stress in pharmacy students.
Emotional intelligence is negatively
correlated with academic stress. As the score
of emotional intelligence increase the score
of academic stress decrease. Sharma 2018
investigated significant relationship
emotional intelligence and adjustment on
the score of emotional intelligence increase it
improve adjustment among working
women. This indicate that students who
have highly emotional intelligent they have
lower academic stress and students who
have low emotional intelligence level they
have high academic stress. This means
emotional intelligence lower academic stress
among students.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
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Abstract

In the world of globalisationEnglish is an international language and it is also a matter of fact that our students,
doctors, would be teachers, engineers commit many grammatical mistakes in speaking and writing English.
Many of them are ignorant of the basic rules of grammar. They do not know the proper use of articles,
prepositions and modifiers. If they somehow gain proficiency in detecting errors in English, they can indeed
avoid those mistakes in their writing. In this article, the attention of the students and readers has been drawn to
the mistakes often made by them. Correct forms of expressions have been given along with the incorrect ones, and
short notes and hints have been added whenever necessary to explain and justify particular usages.
It is hoped that the present article will be of some use to engineers, doctors, would be teachers, especially in
polytechnic, medical, engineering colleges or senior secondary schools, educational colleges and other
professional and technical institutions in explaining to their students some of common errors made by them in
their day to day class work, class teaching and mutual interaction with students, friends and colleagues.
(b) Wrong tense-sequence, other difficulties
with the verb.
(c) Misuse of Preposition, Adverbs, Adjectives,
Nouns, Pronouns and Conjunctions.

Introduction
“The noblest literary gift of a well-educated man
is the power of wielding language well.” – Thrig.
How to write good and effective English is a
problem, faced by every person who starts
learning English.
The following three points should be strictly
adhered to, if one wants to improve English.
(A) Study the important rules of grammar and
composition.
(B) Read good literature.
(C) Write something every day.
The errors which a student generally commits fall
into the following three classes:A. Errors of Grammar
(a) Misuse of Article.

B.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Errors of Language
Use of Indication or Indian English.
Incorrect construction of sentences
Using wrong words instead of right ones.
Bad style.
Use of wrong idioms or phrases.
Use of slang.
Bad punctuation while speaking English.

C.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Errors of Thought
Repetition of ideas.
Use of irrelevant ideas.
Omission of important facts.
Introduction of wrong facts.
Failure to grasp ideas.

*Associate Professor & Head, Department of English, S.S.D.P.C Girls (PG) College, Roorkee (Haridwar)
**Director, Justice Dr. Nagendra Singh Library, Roorkee. Member, Permanent Lok Adalat, Haridwar
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(f) Misunderstanding and confusion.
Broadly speaking, the errors of the above type fall
into two groups (i) errors relating manner i.e.
how to write (ii) and relating matter i.e. what to
write & what not to write. A good command over
English can be obtained if one gains proficiency
in presenting good matter in a good manner. In
this respect, it is suggested that those who are
weak in writing good matter, should develop a
habit of wide and constantly reading good
literature. Reading never goes waste. The more
one reads a particular topic, the better one can
reproduce on it. Reading helps the mind in
writing good English. Therefore, those who are
interested to improve their English, are advised
to have extensive practice of writing. They
should study the basic rules of grammar and
write something every day. This will enable them
to develop writing good English.

Notwithstanding, some of the above mentioned
Nouns are sometimes used in a special sense in
the Plural form – fruits when attention is drawn
to different kinds of fruits.

Common Errors in the Use of Pronouns
a.

b.

c.

Note. A Relative Pronoun is placed as close as
possible to its Antecedent and agrees with it in
Number and Person. In case, it has two
Antecedents, it agrees in Person with the
Antecedent nearest to it.

It is difficult to give all the rules of acquiring
proficiency in the art of writing effective English
in this short article but some of the important
rules of usage that will help the students to avoid
common errors have been lucidly explained in
this article. It will also acquaint the students (and
others as well) with the mistakes they often made
in the course of their writing and speaking,
helping to correct them.

Common Errors in the Use of Adjectives
a.
b.

Common Errors in the Use of Nouns
a.

b.

c.

Incorrect – Kalidas is one of the greatest
poets that has ever lived.
Correct – Kalidas is one of the greatest poets
that have ever lived.
Incorrect – I have read Bernard Shaw’s
works, who is the greatest English dramatist.
Correct – I have read the work ofBernard
Shaw, who is the greatest English dramatist.
Incorrect – It is I who is responsible for this.
Correct – It is I who am responsible for this.
(confusing)

Incorrect – The sceneries of Nainitalare very
charming.
Correct – The scenery of Nainitalis very
charming.
Incorrect – He is fond of taking fruits every
day.
Correct – He is fond of taking fruit every day.
Incorrect – They have installed new
machineries in this factory.
Correct – They have installed new
machinery in this factory.

Incorrect – Have you some toys with you?
Correct – Have you any toys with you?
Incorrect – I haven’t some pencils with me.
Correct – I haven’t any pencils with me.

Note.1. Any and not some is used in Interrogative
and Negative sentences. Some is usually used in
affirmative sentences, and occasionally in
Interrogative sentences expecting an Affirmative
answer: as, Will you give me some pencils?
a.

Incorrect – Ram took little interest in my
work.
Correct – Ram took a little interest in my
work.

Note. 2. (a) Little means not much and denotes
the smallness of the amount. A little means at
least some.

The following Nouns are used only in the
singular form: scenery, fruit, and machinery.
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Very is used with Adjectives and Adverbs in the
Positive Degree, and with Present Participles.

Common Errors in the Use of Verbs
a.

b.

c.

Incorrect – Mohan and Sohan comes to this
place daily.
Correct – Mohan and Sohan comes to this
place daily.
Incorrect – Milk and cheese are my favourite
food.
Correct – Milk and cheese is my favourite
food.
Incorrect – The great poet and playwright are
dead.
Correct – The great poet and the playwright
is dead.

Errors in the Use of Prepositions
The following sentences may be studied:1. Incorrect – You should obey to your parents.
Correct – You should obey your parents.
2. Incorrect – Aayush resembles with his father.
Correct – Aayush resembles his father.
3. Incorrect – The Principal has resigned from
his office.
Correct – The Principal has resigned his
office.
Errors in the Use of Conjunctions

Note. Two Singular Nouns joined by and need a
Plural Verb. But if those two Nouns refer to the
same person or thing, or a single object or nation,
a singular verb needs to be used.

1.
2.

Common Errors in the Use of Articles
Let us observe the use of Indefinite Article in the
following sentences:a.
b.

c.

3.

Incorrect – He gave me an useful advice.
Correct – He gave me a useful advice.
Incorrect – George Herbert was an
European.
Correct – George Herbert was a European.
Incorrect – Mahanand is an one – eyed man.
Correct – Mahanand is a one – eyed man.

(Who and Which should not be used, when the
antecedent contains ‘It is only’, ‘all’ or a
Superlative Degree. In these cases that should be
used.)

Some Common Miscellaneous Errors

Note. An is used before a vowel or a silent h or a
consonant having the sound of a vowel. A is used
before a consonant, before u or an if the
consonant gives the sound of woe, and before o
when the consonant contains the sound of wu.

1.
2.

Common Errors in the Use of Adverbs.
3.
a.
b.
c.

Incorrect – It is only a saint who can do it.
Correct – It is only a saint that can do it.
Incorrect – She is the best girl who works
regularly. (not a good example)
Correct – She is the best girl that works
regularly.
Incorrect – All which glitters is not gold. (not
a very appropriate example)
Correct – All that glitters is not gold.

Incorrect – It is too hot today.
Correct – It is very hot today.
Incorrect – I am much glad to see you.
Correct – I am very glad to see you.
Incorrect – My friend is very weak to stand.
Correct – My friend is too weak to stand.

Incorrect – He walks fast always to college.
Correct – He always walks fast to college.
Incorrect – He never has and never will
disobey his parents.
Correct – He never has disobeyed and never
will disobey his parents.
Incorrect - I neither abused him nor his
friend.
Correct – I abused neither him nor his friend.

Conclusion
Although none can be a complete master of
vocabulary for grammar is not a child’s play yet a
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Common Errors in English and How to Avoid Them

good communicator should be very correct in
expression. Doing such mistakes will create an
awkward situation for the user and he will
become a laughing stock for the audience. e.g.
Correct- The speaker asked the audience to
bearwith her while she searched for the correct
graph.

is still a foreign language for them. In a country
where many regional languages are used, a lot of
errors creep into the grammar and vocabulary of
an average English speakerand writer in India,
yet a little awareness or practice will help in
avoiding them.
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Spiritual and Mystic Elements in
The Works of Aurobindo
Sunil Dutt Awasthi*

Abstract

Aurobindo Ghose is essentially a Spiritual and Mystic poet. Spiritualism and Mysticism are the inseparable
parts of his poetry which have full expression in his poetry. His poetry has his deep mystic vision and spiritual
awakening which has come out from his deep spiritual experience of self realization. A craving for the
attainment of spiritual harmony with the universe has clearly been observed in his poetry. What he has written
has the touch of spiritualism and mysticism. Spiritualism is not a momentary part of his poetry but it is deeply
infused in his personality which finds its glimpse in almost every line of his poetry. Whether it is ‘Savitri’,
‘Revelation’, ‘Transformation’, ‘Life Divine’, ‘Who’, ‘A Child’s Imagination’, ‘In the Moonlight’, ‘God’,
‘Jivanmukta’, ‘Ahna’, ‘Thought the Paraclete’, ‘Trance’, ‘In the Silence of Midnight’, ‘Shiva – The Inconscient
Creator’, ‘The Life Heavens’, ‘In Horis Aeternum’, ‘Nirvana’, ‘The Other Earth’ almost in every work one can
observe his inner reverence towards God which in his poetry is reflected in the form of Spiritualism and
Mysticism. His works have the deep rotten impact of the knowledge of great religious Epics like ‘Vedas’,
‘Upnishads’ and ‘Gita’. The gist of these great Epics can be learnt from Sri Aurobindo’s works which have
lessons of these epics. His knowledge of ‘Vedas’, ‘Upnishads’ and ‘Gita’ and Yoga as well keeps him spiritual
and religious throughout his life and his works also could not be remained deviated from this spiritualism and
became mystic. This spiritualism and mysticism got full description in his works. His spiritualism reflects the
transformation of human beings from ignorance to knowledge, from sensuous to spiritual and from flesh to
infinity. His works also reveal the internal mystery of the universe. He gives stress at the use of Yoga as it is only
through Yoga to transform the inner conscience of human being to Super Human conscience as it can be
achieved by total surrender of our conscious or soul to Life Divine, God. In his poetry he not only wishes to make
human being learn from his deep spiritual and mystic vision but also he gives solution too to attain it.
Key Words: Spiritual, Mystic, Transformation
spiritual and mystic treatment of his great poetry
which aspires at the attainment of Super Mind,
which is a transformation of human conscious
into Superhuman conscious. His poetry
represents a craving to attain the spiritual
harmony with the universe. His spiritual
enlightenment has its expression in almost
everything which he writes. His poetry is like a

Introduction
Sri Aurobindo is basically a spiritual and mystic
poet whose poetry is the outcome of religious
meditations, his deep mystic visions, his spiritual
experiences of self realization,
his great
thoughts, his yogic vision and his reverence for
Divine. All these things getting together form
*Principal, G. C. Genius Public School, Etawah, Uttar Pradesh
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light system which takes human being from the
darkness of ignorance to the sun light of
knowledge, which seeks peace of mind for
human being.

‘Who’, ‘A Child’s Imagination’, ‘In the
Moonlight’, ‘God’, ‘Jivanmukta’, ‘Ahna’,
‘Thought the Paraclete’, ‘Trance’, ‘In the Silence
of Midnight’, ‘Shiva – The Inconscient Creator’,
‘The Life Heavens’, ‘In Horis Aeternum’,
‘Nirvana’, ‘The Other Earth’, all of these works
shows his masterly use of spiritualism and
mysticism in his works.

Sri Aurobindo has been well versed in ancient
mystic and spiritual thoughts of India. He has felt
practical experience of Divine, God’s presence. It
was during the time when he was confided in
Alipore jail that he felt mystic experience of God.
This incident affected his entire outlook. In his
Uttarpara Speech he describes this experience:
“This was the first use of deeper vision. He gave
me. I looked at the prisoners in jail, the thieves,
the murderers, the swindlers, and as I looked at
them, I saw Vasudeva, It was Narayana whom I
found in these darkened souls and misused
bodies.” Being inspired by the Divine experience
he just like great nature poet William
Wordsworth eventually begins to see a Divine
presence everywhere:

Savitri
‘Savitri’, one of the most celebrated works of
Aurobindo, is the best example of Spiritualism
and mysticism. It reveals poet’s over mind
influence. It is a spiritual and mystic Epic on
Man’s fate. Sri Aurobindo himself says, “There is
a general over mind influence,……sometimes
coming fully through, sometimes colouring the
poetry of the higher planes to its highest or the
psychic, poetic intelligence or vital towards
them.” The poet simply depicts Divine in ‘Savitri’
from the very beginning to the end. In ‘Savitri’
Death regains its Vedic and Upanishadic
connotation. ‘Savitri’ discloses before us the
vision of supernal world wherein the life of man
undergoes a radical change. It creates a new
world of knowledge and consciousness for
mankind. It is closely associated with the
revelation of Life Divine. In it Sri Aurobindo tries
his hands to find the origin of the universe, of the
birth of God, of the birth of man. The poem
includes consciousness which has not yet been
revealed pressing upon the world consciousness
for revelation.

“ One is there, Self or self, Soul of space, Fount of
time,
Heart of hearts, Mind of minds, he alone sits
sublime.
Oh, no void Absolute self- absorbed, splendid,
mute,
Hands that clasp hold and red lips that kiss blow
the flute.
All He loves, all he moves, all are His, all are He !
Many limbs sate His whims, hear His sweet
ecstasy.
Two in One, Two who know difference rich in
sense,
Two to clasp, One to be, this His strange
mystery.”

‘Savitri’ is the outcome of poet’s deep meditation
and Yoga. It observes Aurobindo’s profound
vision, his elevated scholarship and his complete
command of the Vedas, Upnishads and Gita.
‘Savitri’ is a spiritual Epic on the destiny and fate
of man. It is the presentation of poet’s vision of
golden tomorrow. In the poem the poet shows
that the Divine beauty of mystic vision would be
born into human life and in this way he will win
ignorance, unconscious, imprudence and death.
In a way ‘Savitri’ is the transformed symbol of
humanity that has attained the very heights of

Now Sri Aurobindo began to connect himself
with Krishna and his poetry also begins to reflect
his reverence in Divine. Sri Aurobindo’s spiritual
and mystic poetry is the presentation of spiritual
and yogic vision to attain integral view of Human
Being, Nature and Super Mind, God. ‘Savitri’,
‘Revelation’, ‘Transformation’, ‘Life Divine’,
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cosmic consciousness which shows in the
following lines :

footstep like the wind and like a hurried glance
behind and all of the sudden there is nothing just
like a thought which escapes from the mind
before we catch it. He says someone heavenly
having Divine presence appears and ran from
behind. The poem simply presents poet’s Divine
vision which he clearly feels. He disturbs with a
Divine vision which suddenly comes to him and
then disappeared just like a thought. The
presentation of poem expresses poet’s deep
spiritual and mystic vision and shows poets firm
belief in the existence of God.

“A mighty transformation came on her……..
In a flaming moment of apocalypse
The information thrust aside its veil…..
Eternity looked into the eyes of Death
Love conquers Death and Satyavan comes to life
again.
The eyes of love gaze star like through death’s
night,
The feet of love tread necked hardest worlds.
………………………………………………
Amid the work of darker Powers She is here
To heal the evils and mistakes of Space.

“Some one leaping from the rocks,
Past me ran with wind –blown locks,
Like a startled bright surmise visible to mortal
eyes,
Just a check of frightened rose,
That with sudden beauty glows,
Just a foot step like the wind,
And a hurried glance behind,
And then nothing, as a thought
Escapes the mind, ere it is caught,
Some one of the heavenly rout,
From behind the veil ran out.”

And change the tragedy of the ignorant world
Into a Divine Comedy of joy.
And the laughter and rapture of God’s bliss.”

Revelation
‘Revelation’ is a beautiful spiritual and mystic
lyric of higher transparency referring to the
highest intensity of soul’s vision. The poem
shows poet’s experience of spiritual
enlightenment. A craving for the attainment of
the spiritual harmony with the universe is clearly
observed in the beautiful mystic lines of the
poems. The poem shows poet’s aspiration after
Divinity and eternal mystery of the universe.

lines mentioned above clearly depict the
presence of someone supernatural whose
presence disturbs the poet with mystical and
spiritual thoughts.

Transformation
The sense of spirituality and mysticism find full
expression in his one of the most mystic poems
‘Transformation’. The poem reveals poet’s
spiritual transformation from a human flesh to
unlimited sea of Infinity i.e. transformation from
sensuous to spiritual . It is a beautiful sonnet of
Divine illumination.

His one of the most celebrated poem ‘Revelation’
depicts the internal mystery of the universe and
the spiritual longing of the poet as well. The
poem is highly mystic. In the poem the poet is
caught in a Divine vision. He feels someone with
Divine presence leaping from the rocks and
passes the poet. The Divine vision appears to him
as a startled bright surmise which is easily visible
to the mortal eyes. It assumes just like a cheek of
frightened rose that glows with sudden beauty.
He further adds that the vision seems as a

“My breath runs in a subtle rhythmic stream;
It fills my members with a might divine:
I have drunk the Infinite like a giant’s wine.
Time is my drama or my pageant dream.
Now are my illumined cells joy’s flaming scheme
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And changed my thrilled and branching nerves
to fine
Channels of rapture opal and hyaline
For the influx of the Unknown and the Supreme.
I am no more a vassal of the flesh,
A slave to Nature and her leaden rule;
I am caught no more in the senses’ narrow mesh.
My soul unhorizoned widens to measureless
sight,
My body is God’s happy living tool,
My spirit a vast sun of deathless light.”

“All music is only the sound of His laughter,
All beauty the smile of His passionate Bliss,
Our lives are His heart beats, our rapture the
bridal
Of Radha and Krishna, our love is their Kiss.”
The poem beautifully describes poet’s religious
reverence in God when he feels a Divine presence
in Music, Smile, in human lives i.e. he feels a
Divine presence in living and non – livings things
in the poem. In this way he spiritualized whole
world in One, the Infinite, Almighty God.

In the poem during spiritual transformation the
poet feels pious rhythmic current in his breath
which fills each and every part or limb of his body
with a Divine power making his body spiritually
powerful. He then gives a beautiful comparison
saying that he has taken Infinite just as a giant
devours bottles of wine. After absorbing Infinite
time is now his drama as he has totally above the
limitations of time. His soul has now illuminated
with a Divine presence which makes him feel
Divine raptures. Due to influx of Unknown or
Supreme the poet no more feels himself a body of
flesh, a slave of nature and Her rules. He feels
himself free from the bandage of senses. He feels
completely identification with Infinite and
breaks the chains of narrow physical pleasure.
He now enjoys the raptures and bliss of Divine
presence. He now finds his body as a adobe of
God.

In his famous poem ‘God’ the same presence of
God is again observed which makes the poem
spiritually and mystically very sound. It is a
belief in the doctrine of Pantheism. Sri
Aurobindo’s spiritualization is soothing that it
directly touches our soul and in return connects
our soul to Divine Soul just as the water of rivers
meets to the sea. He says:
“ Thou Who pervades all the worlds blow
Yet sits above,
Master of all who work and rule and know
Servant of Love !
Thou Who disdainest not the worm to be
Nor even the clod
Therefore we know by the humility
That thou art God.”

Conclusion
Other Works
In the preceding lines an attempt has been made
to show spiritual and mystic elements in the
works of Sri Aurobindo. The above mentioned
description describes that most part of Sri
Aurobindo’s poetry is replete with spiritualism
and mysticism. His poems reflect the beautiful
description of spiritualism and mysticism which
are central mark of his poetry. In most of the part
of his poetry a craving for the attainment of
spiritual harmony with the universe is observed.
His spiritual enlightenment reveals eternal
mystery in his works. Best part of his poetry is of
spiritual awakening and mystic vision which are

In his early lyrics like ‘Who’, ‘A Child’s
Imagination’, ‘The Vedantin is Prayer’, ‘Rebirth’,
‘In the Moonlight’, ‘God’ and ‘Parabrahman’
God is a vision or presence which is felt in all
physical and material, living and non-living
things. Sometimes one can compare Sri
Aurobindo with one like William Wordsworth,
the greatest nature poet, who has also
spiritualized nature and feels a Divine presence
in every aspect of nature and in each and every
living or non- living thing. In his one of the
earliest poems ‘Who’ he writes:
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subject to his deep spiritual experience of self
realization. What he has written has the touch of
spiritualism and mysticism.

part or limb of his body with a Divine power
making his body spiritually powerful.
Sri Aurobindo’s poetry has such the great touch
of spiritualism and mysticism that it will not be
exaggeration to say that his poetry is the
synonym of spiritualism and mysticism. Almost
every of his poem has been spiritualized and
become mystic in treatment. One can easily feel
the touch of spiritualism and mysticism in his
poetry or whatever he has written as his poetry is
replete with his deep mystic vision and with the
presence of Divine power. In this sense his whole
vision is spiritualized in a way that it is reflected
whatever he has written.

His spiritual Epic ‘Savitri’ has spiritual and
mystic sublimity of Vedas and Upnishads. In it
Divine or Infinity has been described from the
very beginning to the end. Sri Aurobindo
believes that one day man self will be
transformed into Infinity. Human life is the dawn
of Supreme on earth, and the transformation of
his self into Divinity will cure all the sufferings of
human life and he then will enjoy the raptures of
Divinity. ‘Savitri’ is a spiritual Epic on the destiny
and fate of man.
His rich mystic poem ‘Revelation’ represents the
deep spiritual aspirations of the poet. In the deep
spiritual mood, the poet feels presence of
Supreme Power, God. He looks Someone leaping
from the rocks and replete poet’s mind with a
Divine vision.
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Digitalization of Education Through
Understanding of ICT
Dr. Mumtaz Sheikh*

Abstract

ICT is playing diverse role in the field of teaching and learning. It can impart knowledge at a reduced cost, at the
very doorstep. It is facilitating distant mode of education through virtual learning. Students in remote areas can
also gain access to the knowledge through ICT. ICT serves to improve the retention of subject matter. Sharing of
learning resources can be made possible through ICT. Social situation required for learning and intellectual
development can artificially be provided through ICT . It is providing great power to students to learn by
allowing them to access, manipulate, modify, store, and retrieve information. It can effectively act as teaching
aids by providing audio, visual or audio-visual experiences. Microscopic details can be magnified, large-sized
structure can be reduced to normal size and shown to students. The students can get opportunity to see and
listen to great scientists, educationists, artists etc. and enrich their learning experience. In an ICT environment,
the gained knowledge can be easily tested by an on-line test and instantly provide teacher with wide range of
information associated with learner’s score. Hypertext software enables teacher to provide with non-linear
human thinking process. The use of ICT will facilitate teaching and enhance learning experience for the
students, help them to think and communicate creatively. ICT will prove to be boon for the future generation by
preparing them for successful lives and careers in an increasing technological world.

Introduction

Discussion

According to Blurton, ICT is defined as, “diverse
set of technological tools and resources used to
communicate, create, disseminate, store and
manage information.”

If we consider the newly created fundamental
right-right to education, we would see that we
have enormous shortage of resources, including
the teachers. ICT can facilitate the RTE by
providing knowledge at a reduced cost at the
very doorsteps.

Technologies included in ICT are- radio,
television, mobiles, computers and internetbased communication which are now
increasingly using multimedia as its means.

In present era, education through distance mode
is achieving tremendous success because of the
ICT. It is known as virtual learning, where
students are attending the virtual classes in ICTenabled campuses, interacting with their
teachers, submitting their assignments, accessing
learning resources etc.

In the present digital era, technology is
influencing almost all spheres of human life
including the teaching-learning process.

*Assistant Professor, Education Department, Subharti University, Meerut., Email-y2kmumtazs@gmail.com
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Remote places, usually situated in the
mountainous areas have distantly-located
schools or colleges. Education in these locations
become a distant dream. The students of these
areas can gain access to wide range of knowledge
through ICT and educate themselves.

scale. The attractive and interactive mode of
learning has the capacity to give positive results.
According to Lewin, analytical skill, writing skill
improves due to ICT.
ICT can effectively act as a teaching aids by
providing audio, visual or audio-visual
experiences to the students. Microscopic details
can be magnified or large-sized structure can be
reduced to normal size and shown to students.
The processes or events taking place in the nature
or society can be brought to the classroom with
the help of ICT. Such lively presentations can
leave a permanent mark on the mind of the mind
of the students and deepen their understanding.

A striking example of ICT in action can be seen in
American schools, where video systems are used
to transmit television programme and
information throughout an entire school and
even between schools in the same locality. This
regional sharing of learning resources is enabling
schools to minimize expenditure by
concentrating time and effort into creating
centralized services.

Software and information industry association
states that ICT helps in boosting the selfconfidence and self-esteem of the students.

According to Donaldson, reasoning and
intellectual development is embedded in familiar
social situation of everyday life. Collaborative
learning is therefore taking an increasingly
profile in the curricula of many schools, with ICT
playing a central role.

A student has to use a number of equipments and
gadgets in order to cover the practical part of his
curriculum. The handling of these equipments
and gadgets require specific skills. Teaching
these skills to a large number of students is
ineffective and time consuming. The skill can
easily be demonstrated to the students on largesized screens to yield better results.

The traditional methods of teaching practiced in
most of the schools usually prove quite
uninteresting for the students. If the same facts,
concepts, processes etc. are explained with help
of multimedia-based animation programmes,
then the interest of the students multiply many
folds. This results in fast learning and longer
retention of the subject matter.

In order to bring about all around development
of the students, a number of extracurricular
activities should be taught to the students. Skills
required in these activities can also be taught
effectively with help of huge-sized screens. Here,
the minute details can easily be shown. The speed
of the performance can be increased, decreased
or freezed as per requirement of the viewer.

The incidents and developments related to any
field can be heard and seen in any part of the
world by the students. This would keep the
students up-to-date with all the current events.

The traditional method of imparting knowledge,
are characterized by linear progression of
information. However, human minds are more
adaptable and often uses non-linear strategies for
the storage and retrieval of informations.
Hypertext software enables teachers to provide
their students with the non-linear means to
match non-linear human thinking process.

The students can get valuable opportunity to
experience the thoughts and ideas of great
scholars, educationists, artists etc. This will
motivate them and enrich their knowledge. This
facility is available not only at the regional level
but also at the global level.
Students who work part-time can get boost as
ICT has the ability to spread literacy on a large
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The position of the teacher is likely to be reduced
as the students gain power through the use of
computers to access, manipulate, modify, store
and retrieve information. This will result in
promoting greater autonomy in learning.

Conclusion
In a nutshell, the use of ICT will facilitate teaching
and enhance learning experience for the
students, help them to think and communicate
effectively and creatively. ICT will prove to be a
boon for the future generations by preparing
them for successful lives and careers in an
increasing technological world.

The population of India is multiplying at an
amazing speed. Whatever resources the country
has to offer will fall short in no time. The
resources related to education can easily be
furnished by ICT.
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PGL: A Magic and Mystery to Self-Discovery

Prof. (Dr.) Dipti J Oza*

Abstract

Personal Growth Laboratory (PGL) is a blending of psychometric instruments, concrete activities, and games
which provide students deeper insights for building and sharpening their competencies. PGL enables students
to observe, understand and interact with ‘the self’ and to set the path for their career selection. The outcomes of
the PGL helps in nurturing potentials and gets insight for future development i.e. identification of the areas of
development and an action plan for the same.
Albert Einstein said “The significant problems we face can’t be solved at the same level of thinking we were at,
when we created them”. In the Personal Growth Lab it is aim to foster a new level of thinking and inner growth
through an experiential and interactive approach. We create a space and opportunity for the self to explore inner
growth. The exercises and processes are derived from ancient as well as modern sources. This unique
combination of ancient wisdom with modern techniques is very effective in getting past the conditioning and
programming that permeates into habitual and automatic ways of doing and being. The laboratory approach
brings forth a new awareness of the real SELF with access to new ways of being, new openings for doing and new
approaches to having. The course in non-religious and does not require you to be a ‘believer’.
This pedagogy helps more on ‘Doing’ rather than ‘Knowing’ that is facilitated through concrete activities. It will
lead to understanding the students’ strengths as well as weaknesses (if any), in order to work in a more
systematic way.”
This paper advocates PGL for the EPC course, Understanding the Self. And also discuss the issues and
challenges related to it.
Key words: Personal Growth laboratory (PGL), Experiential learning/ concrete activities, self awareness
competencies. PGL enables students to observe,
understand and interact with ‘the self’ and to set a
path for their career selection. The outcomes of
the PGL helps in nurturing potentials and gets
insight for future development i.e. identification
of the areas of development and an action plan for
the same.

Introduction
Personal Growth Laboratory (PGL) is a blending
of psychometric instruments, concrete activities,
and games which provide students deeper
insights for building and sharpening their

*Professor, Department of Education (CASE & IASE), Faculty of Education & Psychology,
The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda Vadodara, Gujarat. 390 002
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The major objectives of PGL are as follows:
1. Profiling to help students know their
strengths and weaknesses,
2. Providing feedback to enhance selfawareness without lowering self-esteem,
3. Self-disclosure and peer/group sharing to
help fine tune or correct one’s self image,
4. Individual and group goal setting through a
combination of feeling, self-observing and
reflecting,
5. Creating a roadmap for self, including career
choices.
6. Focus on self with no role related obligations.
7. Amplification of emotional landscape &
processes in the here & now.

one’s dreams, aspirations, concerns, through
different ways of self-expression, including
poetry and humour, creative movement,
aesthetic representations, etc. Yoga is as an
important practice to enhance abilities of body
and mind, and promote sensibilities that help to
live in peace and harmony with one’s
surroundings. Students will appreciate the
contribution of yoga and its role in well-being.
They will learn the practice of yoga and how to
use it in different contexts.
The course shall also focus on revisiting one’s
childhood experiences – influences, limitations
and potentials – while empathising with other
childhoods, and also the childhood experiences
of one's peers. The following methodologies for
the transaction of the course could be used in
interactive sessions.

This pedagogy is more on the side of ‘Doing’
rather than ‘Knowing’ that is facilitated through
concrete activities. It will lead to understanding
the students’ strengths as well as weaknesses (if
any), in order to work in a more structured way.

The Personal Growth Lab aims to foster a new
level of thinking and inner growth through an
experiential and interactive approach. A space
and opportunity is created for the self to explore
inner growth. The exercises and processes are
derived from ancient as well as modern sources.
This unique fusion of ancient wisdom with
modern techniques is very effective in getting
past the conditioning and programming that
permeates into habitual and automatic ways of
doing and being. The laboratory approach brings
forth a new awareness of the real SELF with
access to new ways of being, new openings for
doing and new approaches to having. The course
in non-religious and does not require you to be a
‘believer’. The topics include.

The course will address aspects of development
of the inner self and the professional identity of a
teacher. This shall enable student-teachers to
develop receptivity, dispositions, and skills that
will later help them in facilitating the personal
growth of their own students while they teach. It
is important for student-teachers to develop
social relational sensitivity and effective
communication skills, including the ability to
listen and observe. The course will enable
student-teachers to develop a holistic and
integrated understanding of the human self and
personality; to build flexibility within to deal
with conflicts at different levels and learn to
create teams to draw upon collective strengths.

•
As an individual in society one has different
identities – gender, relational, cultural – and it is
important to address one’s implicit beliefs,
stereotypes and prejudices resulting from these
identities. It is important for the student-teachers
to be aware of their identities and the
surrounding forces that shape them. The course
will make use of personal narratives, life stories,
group interactions, film reviews – to help explore

•
•

•
•
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Practices to enjoy a new level of Well Being,
higher levels of energy and enthusiasm
Stress management
Tools and techniques to reduce and
overcome the baggage of the past and toxic
emotions
New approaches to communication to be
effective even in challenging situations
Meditation techniques that enable you to be
more aware and centred
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•

Reinventing yourself – the vision and
mission of your life

The basic assumptions to Start Learning
through PGL

Intended Outcome will be that Students will
create their own integral program for Well Being
and Mission Statement of their life. They would
be equipped with tools and techniques to pursue
them.

3.

Significance of experience of a personal
growth lab

4.

1.
2.

This learning methodology has existed over
several decades. It is a solid investment to get
initiated into working with patterns of
behaviour, perceptions and growth because
1.
2.

3.

4.

The pre requisite of to employ PGL
To gain genuine knowledge from an experience,
certain abilities are required/ essential:
1. The learner need to be willing to be actively
involved in the experience;
2. The learner need to be able to reflect on the
experience;
3. The learner need to possess and use
analytical skills to conceptualize the
experience; and
4. The learner need to possess decision making
and problem solving skills in order to use the
new ideas gained from the experience.

The perceptions you and others hold is
reverberated loudly.
The interpersonal dynamics & trust issues
are manifested in significant
and
repetitive ways.
Unarticulated emotions in life space
especially with authority are projected on
the group & process.
Your body start to mirror repressed
emotions (headache, fever, sleeplessness,
stomach pain etc).

Induction into the personal growth lab

The mission
•

•

Human beings have a natural potentiality to
learn
Significant learning occurs when the learner
perceives the relevance of the subject matter
Learning is facilitated when the learner
participates responsibly in the learning
process
Self-initiated learning is acquired by doing

To make the most of a lab experience, the learner
is helped to activate his/her emotional side
(thereby resting your logical side), to create
confidence that the willingness to self-disclose
(talking about your dilemma, inner conflicts and
difficulties) become functional, helped to . Focus
on what you are experiencing in the here & now
be willing to work with it, learn to take personal
risks and test self to shift the patterns of
engagement, learn to seek the support of the
group members in self endeavour to grow and
learn to cheers to self & own spirit to selfdiscovery

To develop a healthy personality with
adequate self-understanding, ability to
manage oneself and effectively relate with
others
To develop teachers who are wellfunctioning persons themselves and who are
equipped with the state of art practices and
processes in teaching.

The methodology of training is predominantly
experiential and follows a developmental
approach, Modeling Peer group teaching and
feedback, role plays and case discussions are
some the methods employed for the skills
training.
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PGL follows the principles of
Experiential Learning as

Methodology to PGL
•

1.
2.
3.
4.

Independence, creativity and self-reliance
are all facilitated
Self-criticism and self-evaluation are basic
Retaining and openness to experience
"Learning during the process of learning"
Implementation of PGL can be a highly
effective educational method in which
learner need to be involved in the whole
learning wheel. A fun learning environment
helps the learner to retain the lessons for a
longer period. It may apply on teaching,
experimenting and even gaming.

•

•

PGL will help to develop the new skills like Team
management, Communication skill and
Leadership. They also get opportunity to think in
new way. Also get experiences to develop new
attitudes towards self and others too.

Broad areas

Introduction

Main objectives

Trust building,
for future
exercises, laying
ground rules,
energizing

Broad
Methodologies
of Experiential
Learning

Games, theatre
activities,
discussions,
Understanding
of Johari’s
window,
Introspection

Values and
self-image
Opening self,
reflection,
culture for
listening and
accepting

Reflections,
Diary
maintaining,
story making,
selfdisclosure
through art,
dance and
theatre

•

Sharing case studies/biographies/stories of
different children who are raised in different
circumstances and how this affected their
sense of self and identity formation.
Issues of adolescence/youth need to be
taken up as student-teachers first need to
understand themselves; and themselves in
relation to their students and classroom
situations.
Different modes of expression can be used in
each of the sessions (so that each of the
students get a chance to express herself
through any of the modes that they are
comfortable in) and at the end of the year, the
resource person and the coordinating faculty
can reflect back on whether all modes of
expression were included through the
sessions of not.
The exercise of developing reflective
journals and providing regular feedback on
those journals can also be used here.

Individual and
collective selves
Team building,
respecting,
tasks, sharing
responsibility.
addressing
conflicts

Connecting - selfsociety
Understanding
social structures
(stereotypes/
diversity / gender)
and role of the
individual

Social
interface
Becoming the

Natures walk /
field
visit,
adventure.
Simulation
exercises,
collective art ,
Enneagram,
Role play

Films, meeting
people, small group
tasks, theatre
exercises,
Case
study, Discussion
and
Linkage/plugging
points from theory
to practice

Participate or
lead in real
life
intervention
(within
families/
college or
community)

change agent

–

designing

and leading

change /

social action

The course need to combine teacher’s training
with personal growth of the teacher trainees and
guides them on to develop their own unique
theory practice integration based on their
experiences.

Challenges: The willingness on the part
of learner is essential.
Issues:
1. Class size
2. Regular dairy and record maintenance
3. Maintenance of motivation throughout the
course / self-motivation
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Integration of components

Benefits of Experiential learning

9.

1.
2.

Out come

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Learning to introspect
Identifying and learning to focus on one’s
strength and weakness
Accepting one’s self completely and
positively
Accepting other’s positively with their
strength and weakness
Developing skills to overcome the problems
Developing optimism and positive outlook
for self and others i.e. every individual have
problem, each problem have solution and
one can always over come. So if one has any
problem than s/he can only overcome by
empowering her/his self with Becoming less
complaining and can readily accept the
GIVENS.
Learning from one’s own mistake and
success
Learning to reflect on life experiences in their
given context

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Learning to become responsible for one’s
deeds and Skills

Feel calm, relaxed, composed towards life
and life issues
Listen to others attentively, empathetically
and assist them to reflect in their life
Learn to realize the true problem in their
given situation
Ultimately empower them to help one’s own
self to comfortable living.
Trainee receives confidence in handling the
cases and is also able to maintain his/her
behaviour in a healthy way
Successfully completes the journey and help
others to complete the journey through rich,
positive and healthy experiences

The PGL ensure the total Psychological Journey
from Awareness to Change in behavior
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At every stage of the journey adequate experiences need to be
provided to reach to the last stage of behavior change.
6.

Moon, J. (2004). A Handbook of Reflective and
Experiential Learning: Theory and Practice.
London: Routledge Falmer. pp. 126.
7. Neil, J. (2004). Experiential Learning cycle Overview of 9 Experiential Learning Cycle
models. From http:// www.wilderdom.com/
experiential/elc/ExperientialLearningCycle.htm
8. Rodrigues, C. A. (2004). The importance level of
ten teaching/learning techniques as rated by
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Impact of Life Skill Education on the
Adjustment of Secondary School Students
Prof. Purnima Gupta*

Abstract

The degeneration of ancient values and the increase of crime, depression, frustration and low self esteem in the
modern society have increased the need for Life Skill education. Development of life skills work as a tool or
technique that can improve and enhance one’s self-concept, self-esteem, self-confidence, productivity, efficacy
and interpersonal relations. The present study is aimed at finding the impact of life skill education on the
adjustment of adolescent students. A one-group pretest–posttest experimental research design was used. Ten
life skills were taught to students, one skill per week through various activities. Pre-Adolescent Adjustment
Scale (PAAS) developed by Pareek and Rao (1975) was used to measure the level of adjustment of students of
class IX prior to and after imparting life skill education to them. Findings revealed that Life skill education has a
significant positive impact on all aspects of student adjustment- adjustment towards home, towards school,
towards peers, towards teachers and with self.
Key Words: Life skill Education, Adjustment
Children are the health and wealth of a nation;
they are human resources with their physical and
intellectual capacity. But due to lack of guidance
and motivation they are not able to utilize their
potential. Children fail in a class once or
repeatedly leave the school, they develop
negative attitude towards school. They find
school environment unfriendly and unattractive.
Psychologically, they have high frustration, low
tolerance, get easily agitated, have low self
esteem (locus of control is external), unable to
enjoy day to day activities which could be done in
leisure, unable to deal with stress and difficult
circumstances and illusion. A lot of social
problems like alcoholism, drug abuse, and sexual
abuse etc. habits deteriorate their physical and
intellectual capabilities; this turns such a
wonderful resource to a burden for the society.
Youngsters are engaged in many antisocial
activities and high risk behaviors which affect

Introduction
Education is a significant instrument of
empowerment of the individual, society and
nation. It has been given a place of great
importance and provided by all civilized societies
through centuries. U.N. has made education a
universal human right.
Today, the basic standards in education are
deteriorating. Values are being rooted out. We
can see several incidents involving teenagers in a
variety of delinquent acts. Thousands of youth
are being misled and spoiling their lives in antisocial behaviour. Students are no longer
equipped and disciplined to face hard realities of
life. They are not being prepared for practical life.
Students are misusing democracy. The problemsolving attitude has not been developed.

*Principal, DDR College of Education, Gurugram, Haryana
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other members of the society badly too.
According to Delhi Police approximately 90%
crime is committed by those who have never
been to school or left the school before
completing education even up to 10th standard.
This challenge requires immediate and effective
contributions from a socially responsible system
of education i.e. school to generate the awareness
among the children to alleviate social evils from
the society and to deal with life’s challenges. This
can help them to become a productive, healthy
and responsible member of the society. Life skills
education helps the individual to be positive,
make right choices, do their best, value
themselves and others and also improve their
contribution to the society.

acceptance of others and their behavior that may
be different from ours.
Critical Thinking: Critical Thinking involves the
ability to analyze objectively any information
and experience.
Creative Thinking: Creative thinking ability
helps us look beyond our direct experiences and
address any issues in a perspective which is
different from the obvious. It adds flexibility and
novelty to the situation. It contributes to decision
making and problem solving by enabling us to
explore all available alternatives and the possible
consequences of our actions and non-actions.
Decision-Making: Decision making is the
process of assessing any problem by taking into
consideration all possible/available options and
the effects different decisions might have on
them.

Life Skills
Life skills are abilities, individuals can learn, that
help them to live a fruitful life, that promote
mental well being and competence in young
people as they face the realities of life. These are
the abilities which each one of us possesses but
still need to enhance them, to meet the challenges
of life. Development of life skills work as tool and
technique that can improve and enhance one’s
self-concept, self-esteem, self-confidence,
productivity, efficacy and interpersonal
relations.

Problem Solving: It is about choosing the best
option from the available ones and trying it out,
following it through the process until the
problem is solved.
Effective Communication: This involves the
ability to express oneself in an appropriate
manner both verbally and non-verbally.
Interpersonal Relationship: This skill helps us to
understand our relations with others. It helps us
to maintain cordial relationship with friends and
family members.

Types of Life Skills
The ten core life skills advocated by WHO are as
follows:

Coping with Stress: Coping with stress involves
being able to recognize the source of stress in our
lives and how it is affecting us and to be able to act
in ways that help to control the levels of stress.

Self-Awareness: It includes recognition of
oneself, one’s character, strengths and
weaknesses, desires, likes and dislikes. It is
necessary for communicating effectively and
developing good interpersonal relationships and
empathy for others.

Coping with emotions: This involves the ability
to recognize emotions in self and others by being
aware of the way they influence behaviour; and
to be able to respond to emotions appropriately.

Empathy: It is an ability to step into the other
person’s shoes and see things from his point of
view even when the situation is not a familiar
one. It helps develop an understanding and
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Hence life skills are abilities that help individuals
to live a fruitful life. They can be learnt, they can
be taught and also anyone can acquire them
through conscious efforts. It further encompasses
thinking skills, social skills and negotiation skills.
It also helps the young people to develop their
self-concept, self-esteem, self-confidence,
productivity, efficacy and interpersonal relations
and help them grow into well behaved adults.

from childhood to adulthood. It is characterized
by rapid physiological and psychological
changes. Adolescence is also the stage of life
when youngsters extend their relationships
beyond their parents and family; they are largely
influenced by their peers and the outside world.
As adolescents become cognitively mature, their
mental processes become more analytical. They
are capable of abstract thinking, and of
developing an independent thought process.
Adolescence is a stage of creativity, idealism,
buoyancy and a spirit of adventure. But this is
also a stage of experimentation and risk taking, of
giving in to peer pressure, of taking uninformed
decisions. Adolescence is a turning point in one’s
life, when one has great potential and at the same
time is very vulnerable.

Adjustment
In this rapidly changing world adjustment is a
sustained feature of human personality.
Unless a person is able to adjust himself to the
environment he/she cannot develop his/her
personality. Adjustment is a necessary
characteristic to be able to live harmoniously in
this world (Agliata, A., & Renk, K. 2008).

Some main issues and concerns among
adolescents include those related to self image,
managing of emotions, building of relationships,
strengthening of social skills, and dealing with or
resisting peer pressure. How well an adolescent
deals with these issues is decided by a host of
factors that include their personality,
psychosocial support from the environment (that
includes parents, teachers and peers), and the life
skills that they possess.

The Dictionary meaning of word ‘adjustment’ is
to fit, to make suitable, to adopt, to arrange, to
modify, to harmonize or to make correspondence
between two things.
According to Psychology, adjustment refers to an
individual’s characteristics, understanding of
reaction to and manner of solving problematic
situation, which he experiences. Degree of
adjustment may arrange from exceptionally
adequate behaviour to maladjustment.

Secondary level students are more receptive and
close to the teacher, they have fewer burdens of
subjects, homework, projects and assignments.
Psychologically, learning at this stage has long
lasting impact on students mind. If life skill
education is introduced at secondary stage it will
be helpful on effectiveness and improvement in
teaching of secondary school students. As life
skills education has been advocated to help
students lead a better life, it is worth probing into
questions like: Does life skill education help
students in making better adjustment at home, in
school and in the society? To find answers to this
question, the researcher chose the following topic
of research:

‘Adjustment’ can be defined as a process of
altering one's behavior to reach a harmonious
relationship with their environment. This is
typically a response brought about by some type
of change that has taken place. The stress of this
change causes one to try to reach a new type of
balance or homeostasis between the individual
(both inwardly and outwardly), and with their
environment.

Significance of the Study
Adolescence, an important stage of growth and
development, marks the period of transition
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
IMPACT OF LIFE SKILL EDUCATION ON THE
ADJUSTMENT OF SECONDARY SCHOOL
STUDENTS
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS

Objectives Of The Study
The objectives of the present study were as
follows:
i. To study the difference in the level of
adjustment towards home among Secondary
school students before and after imparting
life skill education.
ii. To study the difference in the level of
adjustment towards school among
Secondary school students before and after
imparting life skill education.
iii. To study the difference in the level of
adjustment towards peers of Secondary
school students before and after imparting
life skill education.
iv. To study the difference in the level of
adjustment towards teachers among
Secondary school students before and after
imparting life skill education.
v. To study the difference in the level of general
adjustment of Secondary school students
before and after imparting life skill
education.

Life Skills Education: Life Skills refer to abilities
that individuals can learn which help them to live
a fruitful life, promote mental well being and
competence in young people as they face the
realities of life. In the present study the ten core
life skills advocated by WHO, as mentioned
earlier, have been considered.
Life skill education refers to a systematic preplanned training programme for te development
of these ten core life skills among school students
Adjustment: The term adjustment refers to the
extent to which an individual’s personality
functions effectively in the world of people. It
refers to the harmonious relationship between
the person and the environment. In other words,
it is the relationship that exists among the
organisms, the environment and the personality.
A well adjusted personality is well prepared to
play the roles which are expected of the status
assigned to him within given environment. His
needs will be satisfied in accordance with the
social needs.

Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were framed for the
above stated objectives:
i. There is no significant difference in the level
of adjustment towards home among
Secondary school students before and after
imparting life skill education.
ii. There is no significant difference in the level
of adjustment towards school among
Secondary school students before and after
imparting life skill education.
iii. There is no significant difference in the level
of adjustment towards peers of Secondary
school students before and after imparting
life skill education.
iv. There is no significant difference in the level
of adjustment towards teachers among
Secondary school students before and after
imparting life skill education.
v. There is no significant difference in the level
of general adjustment of Secondary school

For the present study, the definition of
adjustment as used by Pareek and Rao in their
Pre-Adolescent Adjustment Scale has been taken
into consideration. According to them,
adjustment is defined as the individual’s
orientation towards his parents, peers, school,
teachers and himself, in
terms
of
the
satisfaction he derives from his interactional
relationship with these significant others, and
himself. Thus, five kinds of adjustments, the
adjustment of the student towards home, school,
peers, teachers and general matters have been
taken into consideration.
Secondary School Students: In the present study,
Secondary School Students are the children of
age of 13–15 years studying in class IX.
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students before and after imparting life skill
education.

collection of data but also help in interpreting the
data in order to carry out the research
systematically and meticulously.

Methodology Used
In the present study following tools have been
used –

A one-group pretest–posttest experimental
research design was used for the present study. A
one-group pretest–posttest design is a type of
research design that is most often utilized by
behavioral researchers to determine the effect of a
treatment or intervention on a given sample.

Pre-Adolescent Adjustment Scale (PAAS)
developed by Pareek and Rao (1975).

Conducting the Study
The following steps were followed for the study:
1. Collection of data from the selected sample
prior to the intervention:
After the necessary permissions were
obtained, the students were oriented about
the intervention. The Pre-Adolescent
Adjustment scale was administered on the
sample. All the instructions mentioned
earlier for the administration of the tool were
strictly followed.
2. The intervention:
Prior to the visit to the sample school, the
researcher chose the activities to be
conducted for the various life skills from the
CBSE Life Skill Manual for Teachers for
classes IX and X. The activities were chosen
in consultation with the supervisor, keeping
in mind the constraints of time and the level
of the students. It was decided to spend a
total of 80 minutes on each life skill, spread
over two periods of 40 minutes each. It was
also decided that one skill be taught in one
week. The intervention began in August and
continued till mid October, spread over 10
weeks. The time fixed for the activities was a
40 minute ‘Zero’ period on every Tuesday
and Friday. However, in a few cases there
was a Holiday on that day, the intervention
was carried out on some other day in the
same week. The activities were carried out
strictly as outlined in the Teachers Manual.
The description of activities conducted for
each skill is given in the Table below:

The present study aimed to find out the impact of
life skill education on adjustment and academic
achievement of secondary school students. It
would not have been appropriate to have control
and experimental group design for the study as
life skills can be developed through different
ways and it would have been inappropriate to
compare two different groups on the dependent
variables to determine the impact of life skill
education imparted by the researcher to only one
group.

The Sample
The population for the study consisted of school
students. As the researcher had to carry out the
intervention in the class for 3 weeks, she opted for
a school in which the management was known to
her. After consultation with the Principal, two
sections of Class IX was chosen for the study- IX
A had 35 students and class IX B had 33 students.
So, the sample of this study consisted of 68
students from two sections of class IX of Govt.
Boys Senior Secondary School, Delhi. The
students’ age ranged between 13 and 15 years.

Tools Used
The most significant and crucial aspect of the
research is collection of data, which help to arrive
at answers to the questions under study. Data
collection depends on instruments or tools. The
selection of the tool is of paramount importance
in conducting a research. Tools not only enable
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S.No.
1

4

Activity
Discover Yourself
Understanding the Inner
Self
Case Study on “I Care for
Senior Citizens”
Gender Stereotypes

5

Squiggly Squiggles

30 min

6

Let's make things better

40 min

7

Actions speak louder than
Words!

20 min

Small group

I understand what you say!

20 min

Individual

Beautiful Communication

20 min

Fire, Aim, Ready!

20 min

2
3

Life Skill
Self awareness

Critical Thinking

Duration
40 min
40 min
40 min

Group

40 min

Individual
Individual,
Small group
Whole class or
Group

Creative Thinking

8
9

Effective
Communication

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Interpersonal
Relationship
Managing
Emotions
Coping with Stress
Empathy
Decision Making

20
21
22

3.

Problem Solving

Appreciating Family and
Friends
My Relationship Chart – My
Magic Wall
Dealing with Emotions
Role Play
Coping with Emotions
Just Chill Out!
I’ll Manage!
Working Together
Why do we decide on what
we decide!
Decision Making Steps
Conflict Management
The Problem Solving
Approach

Mode
Individual
Individual and
Group

Individual,
Small Group
Individual,
Small Group

40 min

Group

40 min

Group

40 min
40 min
40 min
40 min
40 min
40 min

Whole class
Group
Group
Pair work
Group
Group

1 hour

Group

40 min
40 min

Small Group
Small Group

40 min

Group

Data Analysis and Interpretation

Collection of data from the selected sample
after the intervention:
After the intervention, the Pre-Adolescent
Adjustment scale was again administered on
the sample in the end of October. All the
instructions mentioned earlier for the
administration of the tool were again strictly
followed.

Objective 1 (i)
Data related to the level of adjustment towards
home among Secondary school students before
and after imparting life skill education have been
presented in Table 1

Table 1: Comparison of level of adjustment towards
home among students before and after life skill education
Mean
score

SD

Before Life Skill
Education

5.75

2.84

After Life Skill
Education

8.83

3.14

df

t-score

Result

134

5.999

Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 levels
of significance

Critical value of t for df =134 at 0.05 level of significance is
1.976 and at 0.01 level of significance is 2.609
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Table 1 clearly shows that there is an increase in
the mean score of adjustment towards home of
secondary school students after they have been
exposed to life skills. The t-score, which shows
the significance of difference between two
means, comes out to be 5.999. This score is greater
than the critical t-values at both 0.05 and 0.01
levels of significance. This shows that there is a
significant difference in the level of adjustment
towards home among Secondary school students
before and after imparting life skill education.

Hence, the hypothesis “There is no significant
difference in the level of adjustment towards
home among Secondary school students before
and after imparting life skill education” is
rejected.
Objective 1(ii)
Data related to the level of adjustment towards
school among Secondary school students before
and after imparting life skill education have been
presented in Table 2

Table 2: Comparison of level of adjustment towards school
among students before and after life skill education
Mean
score

SD

Before Life Skill
Education

3.17

2.05

After Life Skill
Education

4.75

2.06

df

t-score

Result

134

4.483

Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 levels
of significance

Critical value of t for df =134 at 0.05 level of significance is 1.976 and at
0.01 level of significance is 2.609
Table 2 clearly shows that there is an increase in
the mean score of adjustment towards school of
secondary school students after they have been
exposed to life skills. The t-score, which shows
the significance of difference between two
means, comes out to be 4.483. This score is greater
than the critical t-values at both 0.05 and 0.01
levels of significance. This shows that there is a
significant difference in the level of adjustment
towards school among Secondary school
students before and after imparting life skill

education. Hence, the hypothesis “There is no
significant difference in the level of adjustment
towards school among Secondary school
students before and after imparting life skill
education” is rejected.
Objective 1(iii)
Data related to the level of adjustment towards
peers among Secondary school students before
and after imparting life skill education have been
presented in Table 3

Table 3: Comparison of level of adjustment towards peers
among students before and after life skill education
Mean
score

SD

Before Life Skill
Education

3.11

2.09

After Life Skill
Education

5.15

2.94

df

t-score

Result

134

4.664

Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 levels
of significance
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Table 3 clearly shows that there is an increase in
the mean score of adjustment towards peers of
secondary school students after they have been
exposed to life skills. The t-score, which shows
the significance of difference between two
means, comes out to be 4.664. This score is greater
than the critical t-values at both 0.05 and 0.01
levels of significance. This shows that there is a
significant difference in the level of adjustment
towards peers among Secondary school students
before and after imparting life skill education.

Hence, the hypothesis “There is no significant
difference in the level of adjustment towards
peers among Secondary school students before
and after imparting life skill education” is
rejected.
Objective 1(iv)
Data related to the level of adjustment towards
teachers among Secondary school students
before and after imparting life skill education
have been presented in Table 4

Table 4: Comparison of level of adjustment towards teachers
among students before and after life skill education
Mean
score

SD

Before Life Skill
Education

2.93

2.24

After Life Skill
Education

4.42

3.16

Df

t-score

Result

134

3.172

Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 levels
of significance

Critical value of t for df =134 at 0.05 level of significance is 1.976
and at 0.01 level of significance is 2.609
Table 4 clearly shows that there is an increase in
the mean score of adjustment towards peers of
secondary school students after they have been
exposed to life skills. The t-score, which shows
the significance of difference between two
means, comes out to be 3.172. This score is greater
than the critical t-values at both 0.05 and 0.01
levels of significance. This shows that there is a
significant difference in the level of adjustment
towards teachers among Secondary school
students before and after imparting life skill

education. Hence, the hypothesis “There is no
significant difference in the level of adjustment
towards teachers among Secondary school
students before and after imparting life skill
education” is rejected.
Objective 1(v)
Data related to the level of general adjustment
among Secondary school students before and
after imparting life skill education have been
presented in Table 5

Table 5: Comparison of level of general adjustment
among students before and after life skill education
Mean
score

SD

Before Life Skill
Education

3.55

2.69

After Life Skill
Education

5.05

3.32

Df

t-score

Result

134

2.895

Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 levels
of significance

Critical value of t for df =134 at 0.05 level of significance is 1.976
and at 0.01 level of significance is 2.609
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Table 5 clearly shows that there is an increase in
the mean score of general adjustment of
secondary school students after they have been
exposed to life skills. The t-score, which shows
the significance of difference between two
means, comes out to be 2.895. This score is greater
than the critical t-values at both 0.05 and 0.01
levels of significance. This shows that there is a
significant difference in the level of general
adjustment among Secondary school students
before and after imparting life skill education.
Hence, the hypothesis “There is no significant
difference in the level of general adjustment

among Secondary school students before and
after imparting life skill education” is rejected.

Consolidation:
From the above five tables it is clear that the
adjustment of Secondary school students on all
aspects shows a positive increase after life skill
education was given to them. For better clarity,
the difference in mean values of scores on all
aspects of adjustment before and after life skill
education same has been graphically depicted in
Graph 1

When all the items in the scale are considered together, the total score
obtained on adjustment before and after the intervention were also compared.
These data have been presented in Table 6.
Table 6: Comparison of total score on adjustment of
students before and after life skill education
Mean
score

SD

Before Life Skill
Education

18.51

8.36

After Life Skill
Education

24.20

14.42

Df

t-score

Result

134

2.815

Significant at 0.05 and 0.01 levels
of significance

Critical value of t for df =134 at 0.05 level of significance is 1.976
and at 0.01 level of significance is 2.609
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Table 6 clearly shows that there is an increase in
the mean total score of adjustment of secondary
school students after they have been exposed to
life skills. The t-score, which shows the
significance of difference between two means,
comes out to be 2.815. This score is greater than
the critical t-values at both 0.05 and 0.01 levels of
significance. This shows that there is a significant
difference in the level of adjustment among
Secondary school students before and after
imparting life skill education. Hence, the
hypothesis “There is no significant effect of life
skill education on adjustment of Secondary
school students.” is rejected. There is a significant
positive effect of life skill education on
adjustment of Secondary school students.

skill education in their schools. We have to
understand that society is going through rapid
changes in society and culture, demands of
modern life, both working parents, emergence of
nuclear families, decline of religious values etc.
we have to understand that life skill education is
the tool that can deal with all such problems.
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Hkkjr esa v/;kid f'k{kk dk futhdj.k
MkW- t;ekyk flag*

Lkkjka'k&
Hkkjr esa izkFkfed f'k{kk ls ysdj mPpre f'k{kk dh ,d o`gn~ iz.kkyh gSA Hkkjr tSls cgqyoknh vkSj fodflr lekt esa lekurk vkSj
f'k{kk dh xq.koRrk ,d Hkwe.Myhd`r nqfu;k ds nks egRoiw.kZ fo’k; gSA Ldwy Lrj ij ,d vPNs f'k{kd ds fcuk f'k{kk dh xq.koRrk dks
cuk;s j[kuk vlaxr gS vkSj ;gh dkj.k gS fd Hkkjr ds ikjEifjd bfrgkl esa f'k{kd dk egRoiw.kZ LFkku gSA f'k{kk dks lkFkZd cukus esa
rFkk f'k{kk dh xq.koRrk dks c<+kus rFkk bls loZlqyHk cukus ds fy, f'k{kd dk egRoiw.kZ LFkku gS] D;ksafd f'k{kd fo|ky; iz.kkyh dk
ân; gSA ;g Li’V gS fd Hkkjr esa mPp f'k{kk ds futhdj.k dh ,d fuf”pr izo`fÙk gSA Hkkjr ljdkj izkFkfed f'k{kk ds fodkl ds fy,
fu%'kqYd ,oa vfuok;Z izkFkfed f'k{kk iznku djus gsrq fofu;ksx djus ds fy, ck/; gSA bldk izR;{k ifj.kke mPp f'k{kk esa de fofu;ksx
gSA futh laLFkkvksa dks O;kolkf;d laLFkk izkjEHk djus ds fy, izksRlkfgr fd;k tkuk pkfg, ijUrq ;g fuf'pr fd;k tkuk pkfg, fd
futh laLFkkvksa dk O;kolk;hdj.k u gksA futh laLFkkvksa dk izos'k mPp f'k{kk iznku djus esa jkT; ds cks> dks de dj nsrh gSA futh
{ks= dks f'k{kk esa izos'k djus ls igys ljdkj dks pkfg, fd og ,d fu;U=.kkRed laLFkk dh LFkkiuk djs ftlls fd f'k{kk dk
O;kolk;hdj.k u gksA

ifjp;

v/;kid f'k{kk&

dkQh vof/k rd f'k{kk fo'ks’kdj mPp f'k{kk ftlesa fd
v/;kid f'k{kk Hkh 'kkfey gS] Hkkjr ds fy, O;kikj dh oLrq jgh
gSA lekt dh lHkh ihf<+;ksa esa f'k{kk dk ,slk tquwu gS fd blus
f'k{kk ds lgh vFkZ ds ewY; dks de dj fn;k gSA f'k{kk dk
mn~ns'; euq"; ds efLr"d esa Kku iznku djuk gS ftlls fd
vf/kxedrkZ lekt dk ,d ewY;oku ukxfjd cu ldsA
O;kolkf;d txr us dbZ o’kZ igys ,d lk>snkjh vfHk;ku dh
'kq:vkr dhA O;kolkf;d leqnk; ds vuqlkj lk>snkjh
O;kolkf;d txr dks 'kSf{kd laLFkkuksa ds fy, lalk/ku miyC/k
djkus dh O;oLFkk djkrk gSA Hkkjrh; f'k{kk iz.kkyh esa fo|ky;h
f'k{kk] mPp f'k{kk vkSj O;kolkf;d f'k{kk rhu o`gn~ [k.M
lekfgr gSaA 1983 esa ljdkj dk lEiw.kZ f'k{kk ij O;; 80% Fkk tks
fd 1999 esa ?kVdj 67% jg x;kA blds foijhr fiNys 15 lkyksa
esa f'k{kk ij fd;k x;k futh O;; 11 xquk c<+ x;k gSA
bathfu;fjax dkWystksa esa futh {ks= dk O;; tks fd 1960 esa 15%
Fkk vc c<+dj 87% gks x;k gSA fpfdRldh; egkfo|ky;ksa esa
1960 esa futh {ks= dk O;; dsoy 7% Fkk tks fd vc c<+dj 41%
gks x;k gSA

f'k{kk ds {ks= esa f'k{kd dh Hkwfedk egRoiw.kZ gSA f'k{kk dks
izksRlkfgr ,oa l'kDr cukus ds fy, f'k{kdks dk izf'k{k.k ,d
egRoiw.kZ vko”;drk gSA v/;kid f'k{kk egRoiw.kZ gS D;ksafd
,d dq'ky v/;kid gh Hkfo"; esa ,d dq'ky lekt dk fuekZ.k
djrk gSA f'k{kk ds ekun.M ds fodkl dk v/;kid f'k{kk ls
?kfu’B lEcU/k gSA ,d v/;kid dks f'k{k.k ds mRrjnkf;Ro dks
fuHkkus ls igys Lo;a dks rS;kj dj ysuk pkfg,A bl fn'kk esa
v/;kid izf'k{k.k laLFkkvksa dh Hkwfedk egRoiw.kZ gSA f'k{kk dh
uhfr;ksa esa v/;kid f'k{kk ds egRo dks cgqr yEcs le; ls
Lohdkj fd;k x;k gSA pkgs ftruh Hkh laLFkk,sa cuk yh tk,sa
ijUrq v/;kid f'k{kk vfUre fo”ys’k.k f'k{kd ds O;fDrxr
vuqHko ,oa f'k{k.k vf/kxe izfØ;k ij fuHkZj djrk gSA ge uohu
rduhfd;ksa ds fodkl dh ml ngyht ij [kM+s gSa tgk¡ d{kk esa
ØkfUrdkjh cnyko vko';drk gS] ijUrq nqHkkZX;o'k v/;kid
f'k{kk ds {ks= esa ikB~;Øe dks uohure djus dh izfØ;k vR;Ur
/kheh gSA vkt f'k{k.k ,d ,slk O;olk; gS ftlesa Kku vkSj
dkS'ky ds {ks= esa fo'ks"kKrk dh vko';drk gSA v/;kid f'k{kk
ds {ks= esa fl)kUr vkSj Kku ds e/; ,d o`gn~ nwjh gS vkSj
vko';drk bl ckr dh gS fd f'k{k.k dkS'ky dk iz;ksx
O;kolkf;d d{kk ds ikB~;Øe vknku&iznku ds fy, fd;k

*¼,e-,M-] ih-,pMh-] y[kuÅ fo'ofo|ky;½] usV ¼f'k{kk 'kkL=½ vflLVsaV izksQslj] ¼baLVhV~;wV vkWQ izksQs'kuy ,Dlhysal ,.M esustesaV½
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tk,A blds fy, ,d lkekU; f'k{kd mHkjrh t:jrksa ds
vuw:i f'k{k.k ugha dj ldrk tc rd fd mls izf'kf{kr u
fd;k tk,A f'k{kk dks mUur vkSj l'kDr cukus ds fy, f'k{kdksa
ds izf'k{k.k dh vko';drk gS tks fd f'k{kk ds lq/kkj] iqu%
funsZ'ku rFkk uohuhdj.k ds fy, eq[; lk/ku gSA

mPp f'k{kk ds /khjs&/khjs futhdj.k ds dkj.k ljdkj dh mPp
f'k{kk ds {ks= esa fu/kkZfjr /kujkf'k de gks x;h gSA

Hkkjr esa futh “kSf{kd laLFkkvksa dk oxhZdj.k
Hkkjr esa futh “kSf{kd laLFkkvksa dk oxhZdj.k fuEu izdkj ls
fd;k tk ldrk gS%&

f'k{kk ds futhdj.k dk f'k{kk ij izHkko

¼v½ jktdh; lgk;rk izkIr f'k{k.k laLFkk
jktdh; lgk;rk izkIr f'k{k.k laLFkku os laLFkku gksrs gSa ftudk
lapkyu futh yksxksa }kjk fd;k tkrk gS ijUrq mUgsa ljdkj
foRrh; lgk;rk iznku djrh gSA futh O;kolkf;d 'kSf{kd
laLFkkvksa ds vUrZxr /kkjk 3¼c½ ¼izos'k vkSj 'kqYd fu/kkZj.k
vf/kfu;e½ 2005] futh O;kolkf;d 'kSf{kd laLFkkvksa dks
Þjktdh; lgk;rk izkIr f'k{k.k laLFkkÞ ds :i esa ifjHkkf"kr
djrk gSA ftlds vUrxZr jktdh; lgk;rk izkIr f'k{k.k
laLFkku dsUnzh; ljdkj ls iw.kZ ;k va'k ds :i esa foRrh;
lgk;rk izkIr dj ldrs gSaA jkT; ljdkj ;k dsUnz ljdkj }kjk
lapkfyr fdlh laLFkk ls lgk;rk izkIr dj ldrs gSaA Hkkjr esa
,d cgqr cM+h la[;k esa jktdh; lgk;rk izkIr f'k{k.k laLFkk gSa
tks fd vius lapkyu ds fy, Ik;kZIr jde dh lgk;rk ljdkj
}kjk izkIr djrh gSaA

ljdkj dk eq[; drZO; gS fd og lHkh dks f'k{kk iznku djus dk
iz;kl djs] ijUrq Hkkjr tSls fo'o ds vf/kd vkcknh okys ns'k
esa dsoy ljdkj ds dU/ks ij bruh egRoiw.kZ ftEesnkjh dks
fuHkkuk okLro esa vO;kogkfjd gSA Hkkjr fo'o dk mPp f'k{kk ds
{ks= esa ,d o`gn~ iz.kkyh gS rFkk ek/;fed ,oa mPp f'k{kk foHkkx
ds vuqlkj 31-03-2005 rd Hkkjr esa yxHkx 338 fo'ofo|ky;
gSaA fodflr ns'kksa esa blds ek/;e ls ,d fo'kky tula[;k rd
mPp f'k{kk dks igq¡pk;k tk ldrk gSA ijUrq Hkkjr dk nwljs
fodflr ns'kksa ls fo”ofo|ky; esa v/;;u dk izfr'kr
fujk'kktud gSA laoS/kkfud vf/kfu;e ds vuqlkj ljdkj dk
drZO; gS fd og lHkh N% ls pkSng o"kZ ds vk;q lewg dks fu'kqYd
,oa vfuok;Z f'k{kk iznku djs vkSj blds fy, ljdkj izkFkfed
f'k{kk ij O;; esa fujUrj o`f) Hkh dj jgh gSA ljdkj dk /;ku
mPp f'k{kk dh vis{kk izkFkfed f'k{kk dh vksj vf/kd gSA
fo'ofo|ky; ges'kk ljdkj dks vf/kd /kujkf'k tkjh djus ds
fy, jkth djus dk iz;kl djrh gS ijUrq ljdkj ges'kk ;g
Li"V dj nsrh gS fd mPp f'k{kk ds fy, /kujkf'k nwljs lzksrksa ls
os izkIr djsaA

¼c½ xSj lgk;rk izkIr f'k{k.k laLFkk
xSj lgk;rk izkIr f'k{k.k laLFkk os laLFkk gksrh gSa tks fd futh
yksxksa }kjk lapkfyr gksrh gSa rFkk vius Lo;a ds foRr ds }kjk
lapkfyr gksrh gSaA ekuuh; mPpre U;k;ky; ds vuqlkj
lafo/kku dh /kkjk 30 esa dgk x;k gS fd “kSf{kd laLFkkvksa dks
fo|kfFkZ;ksa ds izos'k ds fy, viuh bPNk ds vuqlkj iz'kklu dk
vf/kdkj gksxk rFkk bl lEcU/k esa jkT; rFkk fo'ofo|ky;
fdlh izdkj dk dksbZ gLr{ksi ugha djsxk] tc rd fd xSj
lgk;rk izkIr 'kSf{kd laLFkkvksa esa izos'k ikjnf'kZrk vk/kkfjr gks
rFkk ;ksX;rk dk Ik;kZIr /;ku j[kk tk,A izos'k dk vf/kdkj rc
rd mi;qDr ugha gS tc rd fd 'kSf{kd Lrjksa rFkk Js"Brk dks
cuk, j[kus ds fy, fu;ked ;k fu;U=.kkRed mik; u cuk,
tk,saA

fofo/k izdkj dh ck/kkvksa ds dkj.k ljdkj mPp f'k{kk ftlesa fd
v/;kid f'k{kk Hkh 'kkfey gS] bldh ftEesnkjh ugha ysrh gS
ftlds dkj.k mPp f'k{kk futh {ks= dks lkSai nh tkrh gS tks fd
dqN fLFkfr;ksa esa O;kolk;hdj.k ds :i esa fn[kk;h nsrh gSA
Hkkjr esa f'k{kk ds {ks= esa futh {ks= dk izos'k uohu ughs gSA Hkkjr
esa ,d fo'kky iSekus ij 'kSf{kd laLFkkvksa dk fuekZ.k ljdkj dh
foRrh; lgk;rk ds fcuk fd;k x;k gSA mPp f'k{kk ds
futhdj.k us ljdkj ds foRrh; cks> dks de fd;k gSA 1990 ls

futh laLFkkvksa dh o`f) nj
Hkkjr esa futh 'kSf{kd laLFkkvksa ds nj esa fujUrj o`f) gqbZ gSA
Øe la[;k

o’kZ

1
2
3
4

2001
2007
2012
2015

dqy laLFkkvksa esa LofiRr iksf’kr laLFkkvksa
dk va'k
42-6%
61-8%
63-9%
65-2%

61

dqy ukekadu esa LofiRr
iksf’kr fo|kfFkZ;ksa dk va'k
32-9%
58-9%
67-1%
68-3%
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cuk;s gq, gSa] ijUrq fQj Hkh dqN egkfo|ky; dsoy vius ykHk
dks /;ku esa j[krs gSa rFkk f'k{kk ds Lrj dh vksj /;ku ugha nsrs
gSaA

futh fo'ofo|ky;ksa esa dksbZ jktuSfrd gLr{ksi ugha gksrk
ftlds dkj.k og LorU= gksrk gSA mPpre U;k;ky; ds
vuqlkj futh fo'ofo|ky;ksa dks vius iz'kklu esa iw.kZ :i ls
Lok;Ùkrk iznku dh x;h gS ijUrq ;ksX;rk ds fl)kUr dk
cfynku jk"Vª fgr esa ugha fd;k tk;sxkA futh fo'ofo|ky;
ubZ rduhfd;ksa ds iz;ksx ds fy, iw.kZ :i ls LorU= gSa blds
fy, mls fdlh dh vkKk dh vko';drk ugha gSA futh
egkfo|ky; tks fd fdlh fo'ofo|ky; ls lEc) gS] mUgsa
ges'kk ;g [krjk cuk jgrk gS fd ;fn os fdlh vuSfrd dk;Z esa
layXu gksrs gSa rks mudh lEc)rk muls Nhu yh tk;sxhA bl
izdkj muds Åij ,d lRrk dk fu;U=.k cuk jgrk gS

fu"d"kZ
;g Li"V gS fd Hkkjr esa mPp f'k{kk ;k v/;kid f'k{kk ds
futhdj.k dh ,d fuf'pr izo`fÙk gSA ljdkj dh ck/;rk
izkFkfed f'k{kk dks lHkh ds fy, vfuok;Z ,oa fu%'kqYd :i ls
iznku djuk gSA ftldk izR;{k ifj.kke v/;kid f'k{kk esa
fofu;ksx esa fxjkoV ds :i esa iznf'kZr gks jgk gSA futh laLFkkvksa
dks O;kolkf;d ikB~;Øe izkjEHk djus dk volj iznku fd;k
tkuk pkfg,] ijUrq ;g /;ku j[kuk pkgh, fd futh f'k{kk dk
O;kolk;hdj.k u gksA futh {ks= dks f'k{kk esa izos'k nsus ls igys
jkT; dk drZO; gS fd og fu;U=.kkRed O;oLFkk djs ftlls fd
futh 'kSf{kd laLFkk,sa viuh xq.koRrk dks cuk;s j[k ldsaA

v/;kid f'k{kk ds futhdj.k dh dfe;k¡%&
;fn futh laLFkkvksa dks cgqr vf/kd LorU=rk iznku dh tk;sxh
rks v/;kid f'k{kk ds {ks= esa budk ,dkf/kdkj gks tk;sxk]
ftlds ifj.kke Lo:Ik v/;kid f'k{kk ds {ks= esa leL;k,sa
cgqrk;r :i esa mRiUu gks tk;saxhA

lanHkZ
1.

tSls%& mPp 'kqYd lajpuk vkfnA
2.

futhdj.k ds ifj.kke Lo:i futh O;kolkf;d egkfo|ky;ksa
dh la[;k esa fujUrj o`f) gks jgh gSA bl rjg rsth ls c<+rh gqbZ
'kSf{kd laLFkk,sa fu%lansg mPp f'k{kk ds fy, egkfo|ky; lqyHk
djkrs gSa] ijUrq vf/kdrj 'kSf{kd laLFkk,sa viuh xq.koRrk dks
cuk;s ugha j[k ikrs rFkk ljdkj dk Hkh xSj lgk;rk izkIr
f'k{k.k laLFkkuksa ij i;kZIr fu;U=.k ugha gksrk gSA

3.
4.
5.

futhdj.k ds dkj.k f'k{kk ds O;kolk;hdj.k dk [krjk eaMjk
jgk gSA ;|fi dqN futh 'kSf{kd laLFkk,sa izfr;ksxh okrkoj.k dks
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,u-lh-Vh-bZ- ¼2009½] v/;kid f'k{kk ds fy, jk"Vªh;
ikB~;Øe dh :ijs[kk% O;kolkf;d vkSj ekuoh; f'k{kdksa
dh rS;kjh] ,u-lh-Vh-bZ-]ubZ fnYyh
fryd] ts-ch-th- ¼2001½] f'k{kk ds ifjis{; esa Hkkjrh;
f'k{kk esa vkfFkZd pqukSfr;ka
Ekk/oh; vkj-,y] ¼2009½],e-,M- dk;ZØeksa esa izos'k ds
fy, dqN pqus gq, pjksa dk lkisf{kd v/;;u
fln~ndh ,e-,-] 'kekZ ,-ds- rFkk vjksM+k th-,y-bM~l
¼2009½] v/;kid f'k{kk% uhfr;ksa ds fuekZ.k ds izfrfcEc
,Q-vkbZ-lh-lh-vkbZ- mPp f'k{kk lfefr 2015

fgUnh lkfgR; vkSj flusek dk vUr% lEcU/k

MkW- cchrk flag*

lkj

gh ftl Hkh le; esa jpuk gksrh gSA ml le; esa flusek vkSj
lfgR; nksuksa gh lekt dk niZ.k gksrs gSaA flusek vkSj lkfgR;
nksuksa gh jpukdkj ds fy, viuh ckr] vius fopkj lekt rd
igaaqpkus dk ek/;e gksrs gSa vkSj nksuksa gh ek/;eksa ls jpukdkj
vius le; esa lekt esa ?kfVr gksus okys ;FkkFkZ dks fn[kkus dk
iz;kl djrk gS] oks Hkh vius&2 rjhds ls rFkk vius&2 ek/;e
dk iz;ksx djdsA lkfgR; vkSj flusek nksuksa gh fdlh u fdlh
dFkk dk o.kZu djrs gS fQj Hkh ;s nksuks fo/kk,a vyx&2 gSa
D;ksafd budh jpuk dk rjhdk fdlh ckr dks] fopkj dks lekt
rd igqapkus dk rjhdk] fuekZ.k esa yxus okyk le;] /ku] fuekZ.k
esa iz;ksx gksus okys lalk/ku vkfn vU; yxHkx lcdqN fHkUu&2
gSA ;k ;g dguk vf/kd mfpr gksxk fd buds vk/kkj LrEHk gh
vyx&2 gSA fgUnh lkfgR; 'kCnksa ij] muds mfpr&vuqfpr
vFkksZa ij] dFkk dgus ds rjhds ij] ys[ku ds rjhds ij fuHkZj
djrk gSA ;gh lkfgR; ds vk/kkj LrEHk gks ldrs gSaA tcfd
flusek ds vk/kkj LrEHk blds n`';] dgkuh dk fp=.k djus dh
dyk] dykdkjksa dk vfHku; rFkk n'kZdksa dks fuf'pr le; rd
ck¡/ks j[kus dh dyk gSA fgUnh lkfgR; dh dksbZ Hkh jpuk ewyr%
,d gh jpukdkj vkSj mlds fopkjksa ij fuHkZj djrh gSA fgUnh
lkfgR; dh dksbZ jpuk ;k miU;kl vf/kdka'kr% fdlh ,d jl
dk gksrk gS muesa vyx&2 jlks dk lekos'k de gh ns[kus dks
feyrk gS blds fy, dksbZ miU;kl iw.kZr;k mlds ys[kd ij
fuHkZj djrk gS vkSj fgUnh lkfgR; dh fdlh jpuk ds iwjs gksus ds
ckn mlds izpfyr gksus esa] yksxksa rd] lekt rd igqapus esa
vf/kd le; yxrk gS tcfd flusek ,d ,slh dyk gS tks
vyx&2 [k.M+ksa ;k dgas fd vyx&2 foHkkxksa esa cVh gS blfy,
blds fuekZ.k esa le; Hkh vf/kd yxrk gS ijUrq orZeku le; esa
fQYe cukus esa vf/kd le; yxus okyh ckr iqjkuh gks pqdh gSA
vc rks gj nwljs g¶rs dksbZ u dksbZ u;h fQYe flusek?kjksa esa vk
tkrh gSA flusekbZ dyk ds vyx foHkkxksa esa caVs gksus ds dkj.k
blesa fHkUu&2 dykvksa dk lekos'k feyrk gSA flusek dh {kerk
bl ekeys lkfgR; ls vf/kd gSA flusek cgqr lkjh dykvksa vkSj
fopkjksa dks ,d lkFk izLrqr djus esa l{ke gSA dksbZ Hkh fQYe
cukus esa funsZ'kd] fuekZrk] dFkkys[kd] laokn ys[kd] xhrdkj]
laxhrdkj] vfHku; djus okys dykdkj] dSejk eSu] LikWV ckW;]
fQYekadu ds fy, eap cukus okys dkjhxj vkfn vU; lcdk

lkfgR; vkSj flusek nksuksa gh lekt dk niZ.k gSA ;s nksuksa gh
vius tUe ls ysdj orZeku le; rd Hkkjrh; tu&thou vkSj
lkekftd ifjfLFkfr;ksa dk o.kZu djrs vk;s gSA Hkys gh nksuksa dk
rjhdk vyx&2 jgk gksA ;s nksuksa ,d nwljs ij iwjh rjg ls
vkfJr ugha gS D;ksafd nksuks gh vyx fo/kk;s gS ijUrq fQj Hkh
flusek dk lkfgR; ls xgjk lEca/k gS D;ksafd flusek dh 'kq:vkr
gh lkfgR; dh uhao ij gqbZ gSA Hksy gh orZeku ifjfLFkfr;k¡ igys
ls vyx gksa ijUrq fQj Hkh flusek dks jkspd dgkfu;ksa ds fy,
lkfgR; dh rjQ ns[kuk gh iM+rk gSA flusek ds 'k:vkrh fnuksa
esa lkfgfR;d jpukvksa ij cuh fQYeksa dh nqxZfr flusek ds
'kq:vkrh vukMhiu dks n'kkZrk gS rFkk blls ;g vanktk Hkh
yxk;k tk ldrk gS fd lkfgfR;d jpuk;s ges'kk O;olk; ijd
ugha gksrhA ;g dgk tk ldrk gS fd fdlh vf}rh; miU;kl
;k lkfgfR;d jpuk ij cuh fQYe izpfyr gksus dh] cM+k O;kikj
djus dh xkjaVh ugha gksrhA ysfdu ;fn lkfgfR;d le> j[kus
okys fdlh fQYedkj dks vius fglkc ls fQYe cukus ds fy,
lkfgfR;d jpuk eas dqN Qsj&cny djus dh vuqefr gks rks
fLFkfr igys ls myV gks ldrh gSA orZeku le; esa fQYeksa ds
fo"k; p;u esa vk;h fofo/krk] fQYeksa dks lkfgfR;d jpukvksa ij
vkfJr gksus ls eqDr djkrh gS] vc fQYeksa ds fy, vkSj Hkh cgqr
lkjs jkspd fo"k; vkSj lPph ?kVuk;sa miyC/k gS tks fQYeksa dks
lkfgR; ij vf/kd vkfJr ugha jgus nsrsA ijUrq fQj Hkh orZeku
fQYedkjksa dh lkfgfR;d le> vkSj orZeku le; esa lkfgfR;d
jpukvksa ij cuh dqN fQYes bl ckr dks fl) djrh gS fd
flusek fdruh Hkh Å¡pkbZ;ksa ij D;wa u pyk tk;s mlesa fdruh gh
fo"k; fofo/krk D;wa u vk tk;s ijUrq og viuh uhao ls vyx
ugha gks ldrkA
fgUnh lkfgR; vkSj flusek dk lEcU/k tx tkfgj gSA flusek
vkSj fgUnh lkfgR; nksuksa gh i`Fkd&2 dyk,a gSaA bUgsa ,d &
nwljs dk iwjd rks ugha dgk tk ldrk gS ijUrq flusek vkSj
fgUnh lkfgR; nksuksa ,d & nwljs ls iszj.kk ysrs gSa] izsfjr gksrs gSa
rFkk ;s nksuksa dyk,a ,d nwljs ls izHkkfor gksrh jgh gSa] ;g
vo'; dgk tk ldrk gSA flusek vkSj fgUnh lkfgR; nksuksa dh

*,lksfl,V izksQslj ¼f'k{kk foHkkx½] esokM+ bULVhV~;wV vkWQ eSusesUV] olqU/kjk] xkft;kckn
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viuk vyx&2 egRo gS tks fQYe esa ,d lkFk fn[kkbZ nsrk gSA
flusek vkSj Hkkjrh; lekt dk xgjk lEcU/k gSA flusek Hkkjrh;
yksxksa ds ân; ds djhc gS vkSj yksxksa ds eu&efLr"d ij izHkko
Mkyus dh {kerk j[krk gS D;ksafd Hkkjr esa yksx fQYe esa fn[kk,
tkus okys ik=ksa ds LFkku ij Lo;a dks ns[kk djrs gSaA fQYe dh
dgkuh dks vius Lo;a ds thou ls tksM+dj ns[krs gSa] viuh
[kq'kh] vius nq%[k] vius thou dh ijs'kkfu;ksa dks insZ ij ?kVrs
gq, ns[krs gSa] eglwl djrs gSaA blfy, Hkkjrh; n'kZdksa dks fQYe
dh dgkuh] mlds ik=ksa ls yxko gks tkrk gSA tSls flusek vius
n'kZdksa ds eu&efLr"d ls tqM+ tkrk gS ,slh gh {kerk Hkkjr esa
flusek ds tUe ls igys rFkk Hkkjr esa flusek dh 'kS'okoLFkk ds
le; fy[ks x;s izfl) ys[kd eqa'kh izsepUn dh jpukvksa esa Hkh
fn[kkbZ nsrh gS tSls fd eqa'kh izsepUn ds miU;kl *jaxHkwfe* dks
i<+rs gq, ml le; dh ubZ ih<+h jktdqekj fou; vkSj Hkkjrh;
fØf'p;u yM+dh lksQh ds LFkku ij Lo;a dks j[k dj ns[krh
Fkh] muds izse] muds fo;ksx] mudh ihM+k rFkk lekt vkSj
yksxksa ds izfr mudh ftEesnkfj;ksa dks Lo;a eglwl djrh Fkh vkSj
miU;kl ds ik=ksa ls Lo;a dks tqM+k gqvk ns[krh FkhA miU;kl esa
ml le; ds lekt dh jhfr;ksa] dqjhfr;ksa] ekU;rkvksa] yksxksa dh
le>] muds lkspus dk rjhdk rFkk dgkuh ds lkFk pyus okys
vU; ?kVukØeksa dk o.kZu fcYdqy lR; izrhr gksrk gSA izsepUn
ds vU; miU;kl tSls xksnku] xcu] fueZyk vkfn Hkh bUghsa
fo'ks"krkvksa ls lqlfTtr gSaA miU;kl esa lekt dk lkFkZd o.kZu
yksxksa dks ik=ksa ls tqM+us ij foo'k dj nsrk gSA ijUrq orZeku
le; esa ;gh dk;Z flusek vf/kd izHkkoh <ax ls djrk gS D;ksafd
flusek esa yksxksa ds lEeq[k dgkuh ds lkFk n`';] laokn] laxhr
lcdqN ,d lkFk py jgk gksrk gS tks fd de le; esa n'kZdksa ds
eu&efLr"d ij vf/kd izHkko Mkyrk gSA flusek usa tc ls Hkkjr
esa tUe fy;k gS rHkh ls og Hkkjrh; thou] Hkkjrh; laLd`fr
mldh vkRek esa lekfgr gks pqdh gSA flusek us Lora=rk laxzke
ls ysdj dkjfxy ;q)ksa rd dh dqN dM+oh&dqN ehBh ;knksa dks
vktrd latksdj j[kk gS vkSj vkxs Hkh latksrk jgsxkA pkgs 'kgjksa
dh ân;&ghurk gks] nkSM+rh&Hkkxrh ftUnxh gks] vehj yksxksa dh
[okfg'ks gks] lk/kkj.k vkneh ds thou dh tn~nkstgn gks ;k
fQj xk¡oksa esa clus okys vly Hkkjr dk fp=.k gks fdlh xjhc
xzkeh.k dh eeZ osnuk gks] yxHkx lcdqN flusek usa vius dSejks
esa dSn fd;k gSA flusek gekjs lekt dk ,yce gS ftlesa
lcdqN lfp= lqjf{kr jgrk gSA tks dqN Hkh ,d ckj dSejs esa
dSn gks x;k mlus fQj lef>, vejRo ik fy;k] Hkys gh yksx
mls Hkwy tk,¡ ij flusek esa oks ges'kk jgsxkA Hkkjrh; flusek vkSj
lekt ds lEcU/k esa lqHkk"k lsfr;k us dgk Fkk fd **Hkkjrh;
flusek ns'k ds lkekU; tuthou ls bruk xgjk xqaFkk gqvk gS fd
blds fcuk lekt xfr'khy vkSj thfor gks gh ugha ldrkA bl
le; fQYe esa ftl rjg ds jpukRed eksM+ fn[kkbZ ns jgs gSa
muls vk'kk c¡/krh gS fd Hkkjrh; flusek u dsoy ns'k ds
tuekul esa viuh tM+ksa dks vkSj xgjk cuk,xk cfYd fo'oeap
ij Hkkjr dh Nfo dks nsnhI;eku djus esa Hkh viuk ;ksxnku
c<k;sxkA**

flusek dh izxfr esa ml ns'k dh lkekftd lajpuk] ogk¡ dh
laLd`fr vkSj lkekftd ewY;ksa dh cM+h Hkwfedk gksrh gSA flusek
bu lHkh phtksa ds izpkj&izlkj ds lkFk&2 mUgsa tksM+us&rksM+us
esa Hkh yxk jgrk gSA muesa yxkrkj orZeku lkekftd ifjn`';ksa
ds fglkc ls ifjorZu Hkh djrk jgrk gSA Hkkjr ljh[ks
fofo/krkvksa ls ifjiw.kZ ns'k esa flusek dh ;g Hkwfedk vkSj c<+
tkrh gSA lektoknh fopkjd MkW- jke eksgu yksfg;k us dgk Fkk
fd **Hkkjr dks ,d djus okyh nks gh 'kfDr;k¡ gSa ,d xk¡/kh vkSj
nwljh fQYesa**A tgk¡ rd ckr flusek vkSj fgUnh lkfgR; ds
lEcU/k dh gS rks fgUnh lkfgR; flusek ds fy, ekr`Hkwfe ds leku
gS oks dgha Hkh pyk tk;s] fdruh Hkh Å¡pkbZ ij D;ksa u pyk tk;s
viuh tehu ls iwjh rjg ls vyx ugha gks ldrk mls ?kwe&fQj
dj dHkh u dHkh ogk¡ ykSV dj okil vkuk gh iM+rk gSA flusek
esa fdlh fQYe ds cuus dh 'kq:vkr gh ys[ku ls gksrh gSA dksbZ
Hkh dgkuh gks] fo"k; gks] igys dFkkdkj dks mls dyec) djuk
gh iM+rk gS] laoknksa dks cksyus ls igys fy[kuk iM+rk gS] vkSj
tSls gh fdlh dgkuh dks dFkkdkj dyec) djrk gS rks og
lkfgR; dk gh ,d :i cu tkrk gSA blds ckn gh flusek
mldk fp=.k dj ikrk gSA flusek lnk gh lkfgR; ds bnZ&fxnZ
?kwerk jgk gSA vr% eq>s yxrk gS fd ge ;g dg ldrs gSa fd
flusek lkfgR; ij fuHkZj djrk gS Hkys gh oks iwjh rjg ls fuHkZj
u djs ijUrq fuHkZjrk gS rks lghA tcfd ;fn ge lkfgR; dh
ckr djsa rks fuHkZjrk dh ckr fcYdqy myV gS] lkfgR;
vkRefuHkZj gS ;g fdlh nwljh dyk ij vkfJr ugha gSA ;g ,d
,slh fo|k gS tks vius vki esa iw.kZ gSA lkfgR; dks Hkk"kk rFkk
'kCnksa dh t:jr gksrh gS dSejs dh ugha] lkfgR; dks ikBd
pkfg, n'kZd ughaA gk¡ ;g t:j dgk tk ldrk gS fd flusek
fgUnh lkfgR; ds vkfFkZd i{k dks etcwr djrk gS ijUrq fgUnh
lkfgR; dks flusek ij fuHkZj dguk loZFkk xyr gksxkA
Hkkjr esa tc flusek dh 'kq:vkr gqbZ Fkh rc og ml le; fdlh
peRdkj ls de ugha FkkA insZ ij fgyrh&Mqyrh]
nkSM+rh&Hkkxrh] mNyrh&dwnrh rLohjs yksxksa dks viuh vksj
cM+h vklkuh ls vkd`"V dj ysrh FkhA yksx mUgsa ns[kus ds fy,
ykykf;r jgrs FksA yksxksa ds fy, ;g u;h&2 rduhfd cM+h gh
foLe;dkjh Fkh vkSj bl rduhfd peRdkj dks 14 ekpZ 1931 dks
/ofu ds ia[k yx x;sA vc insZ ij pyus okys fp= cksyus Hkh
yxs FksA fgUnh esa igyh cksyrh fQYe *vkye vkjk* cuh] mlds
ckn ls vc rd fo'o esa lokZf/kd fgUnh fQYeksa dk gh fuekZ.k
gqvk gSA iwjs fo'o esa Hkkjrh; flusek fgUnh flusek ds :i esa gh
tkuk tkrk gS tcfd Hkkjr esa vkSj Hkh vusdksa Hkk"kkvksa dh fQYesa
curh gSA fgUnh lkfgR; vkSj flusek dk xgjk lEcU/k gksus ds
ckn Hkh] ;g lR; gS fd fgUnh esa lkfgfR;d d`fr;ksa ij fQYesa
de gh cuh gSa D;ksafd fgUnh lkfgR; ij fQYesa cukus dk
fuekZrkvksa dk vuqHko csgn dM+ok jgk gSA tc dgkuh ij
vk/kkfjr fQYesa cuus dh 'kq:vkr gqbZ rc ;s dgkfu;k¡ lkfgR;ksa
ls gh yh xbZA Hkkjr esa igyh Qhpj fQYe nknk lkgc QkYds us
cukbZ tks HkkjrsUnq gfj'pUnz ds ukVd *gfj'pUnz* ij vk/kkfjr
FkhA lkfgfR;d jpukvksa ij cuh ,d&vk/kk fQYeksa ds vykok
ckdh lcdh cktkj esa nqxZrh gqbZ] dksbZ Hkh fQYe vPNk O;olk;
ugha dj ldhA bl dkj.k ls fQYedkj fgUnh lkfgR; dh

izR;sd ns'k dh viuh lkekftd lajpuk vkSj lkaLd`frd
ijEijk,¡ gksrh gS] dqN lkekftd ewY; gksrs gSaA fdlh ns'k esa
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jpukvksa ij vk/kkfjr fQYesa cukus ls drjkrs yxsA 2&4 o"kZ esa
dksbZ ,d fQYe gh ,slh gksrh Fkh tks fdlh lkfgfR;d jpuk ij
vk/kkfjr gksA ijUrq tSls&2 fQYe ds fy, fo"k; pquus ds {ks=
dk foLrkj gqvk oSls&2 gh fuekZrkvksa us izfrf"Br ys[kdksa vkSj
mudh jpukvksa dks egRo nsuk 'kq: dj fn;kA fgUnh flusek esa
lkfgR; ij vk/kkfjr vusdksa fQYesa] miU;kl lezkV eqa'kh izsepUn
dh jpukvksa ij cuhA izsepUn th dks vtark ewohVksu dEiuh us
o"kZ 1933 esa eqEcbZ vkefU=r fd;k Fkk vkSj vkB gtkj #i;s
lkykuk ds vuqcU/k ij os eqEcbZ igq¡p x;s FksA o"kZ 1934 us eksgu
Hkkoukuh us izsepun dh dgkuh ij igyh fQYe *fey etnwj*
cuk;hA Hkkoukuh us dgkuh esa vius Lrj ij dqN ifjorZu fd;s
fQj Økafrdkjh rsoj gksus ds dkj.k vaxzsth lsalj cksMZ us blesa
dkQh dkV&Nk¡V dhA blds ckn tks fQYe iznf'kZr dh xbZ mls
izsepUn th us *izsepUn dh gR;k* djkj fn;kA bl fQYe ij
izfrca/k Hkh yxs ijUrq dqN txgksa ij ifjofrZr uke ds lkFk
iznf'kZr gqbZA eq'kh izsepUn dh dgkfu;ksa ij uothou rFkk
lsoklnu cuh ijUrq ;s fQYesa O;kikj djus esa ukdke jghA 1941
esa izsepUn ds miU;kl *f=;k pfj=* ij vk/kkfjr *Lokeh* uke
dh fQYe ,-vkj- dkjnkj us cukbZ ijUrq cktkj esa bldk gky
Hkh igys okyh fQYeksa ds tSlk gh gqvkA ;g fQYe izsepUn ds
fu/ku ds ckn cuh FkhA 1946 esa izsepUn ds izfl) miU;kl
*jaxHkwfe* ij vk/kkfjr blh uke ls ,d fQYe cuh ijUrq bldk
gky Hkh oSlk gh gqvk tSlk mudh jpukvksa ij vk/kkfjr vU;
fQYeksa dk gqvk FkkA cgqr vkxs pydj fQYedkj lR;ftr jk;
us *'krjat* ds f[kykM+h* vkSj *ln~xfr* cukbZA izsepUn ds
miU;klksa dh tSlh le> lR;thr jk; j[krs Fks] 'kk;n gh
fdlh vkSj fQYedkj us mudh jpukvksa dks ,slk le>k gksA bl
nkSj esa misUnzukFk v'd] ve`ryky ukxj] lqn'kZu] lsB
xksfoUnnkl] Hkxorh pj.k oekZ] pUnz/kj 'kekZ] xqysjh] vkpk;Z
prqjlsu ik.Ms;] cspu 'kekZ] gkseorh nsoh Hkh fQYeksa esa gkFk
vktekus eqEcbZ igq¡p pqds FksA budh jpukvksa ij Hkh fQYesa cuh
ij dksbZ Hkh ogk¡ yEcs le; rd ugha fVd ldkA Hkxorhpj.k
oekZ ds miU;kl fp=ys[kk ij nks&2 ckj fQYes cuhA ijUrq os Hkh
lky Hkj ls T;knk u fVd lds vkSj okil ykSV tk;sA 1966 esa
*oklq HkV~Vkpk;Z us Q.kh'ojukFk js.kq dh dgkuh *ekjs x;s
xqyQke* ij vk/kkfjr fQYe *rhljh dle* cukbZA oghnk
jgeku vkSj jktdiwj ljh[ks dykdkjksa us blesa vfHku; fd;kA
vfHku;] u`R;] xhr&laxhr] fQYekadu gj Js.kh esa mRd`"V ;g
,d Dykfld fQYe Fkh fQj Hkh ;g fQYe py ugha ldhA bl
lnesa esa fQYe esa Hkkjh dtZ ysdj iSlk yxkus okys 'kSysUnz dh
tku pyh x;h FkhA blh nkSj esa panz/kj 'kekZ xqysjh dh dgkuh
*mlus dgk Fkk* ij blh uke ls fQYe cuhA *vkpk;Z pkrqjlsu
'kkL=h* ds miU;kl ij */keZiq=* uke ls ch-vkj- pksiM+k us fQYe
cuk;h exj ;g fQYe Hkh cqjh rjg fiV x;hA fQYeksa ds fy,
dbZ dgkfu;k¡ fy[k pqds jktsUnz flag csnh dh jpuk *,d pknj
eSyh lh* ij cuh fQYe Hkh ¶ykWi lkfcr gqbZA fgUnh lkfgR; ij
vf/kd fQYesa u cuus dh ckr tc ljdkj rd igq¡ph rks fQYe
foÙk fuxe us ljdkjh [kpZ ij fgUnh lkfgR; ij vk/kkfjr
vusdksa fQYeksa dk fuekZ.k djk;kA buesa ls vf/kdka'k fQYesa
fjyht gh ugha gks ldhA dqN ,d vk/k fQYesa ,d vk/k LFkkuksa
ij fjyht gq;hA fgUnh lkfgR; ij cuh vf/kd fQYesa lQy ugha

gks ldh D;ksafd lkfgR; f'kf{krksa ds fy, cuh fo|k gSA
lkfgR;ys[ku ,d O;fDrxr deZ gS tks fQYe dks /;ku esa
j[kdj ugha fd;k tkrk tcfd fQYe ,d yksdfo|k gS ;g
lekt ds izR;sd oxZ dks /;ku esa j[kdj cuk;h tkrh gSA ;gh
dkj.k gS fd vf/kdka'k jpukvksa ij cuh fQYesa ,d fof'k"V oxZ
ds O;fDr;ksa ls vkxs ugha tk ldrhA bu fQYeksa ds fQYedkjksa us
dFkk rFkk fQYekadu rduhfd dk /;ku rks j[kk ij n'kZdksa dks
Hkwy x;ssA fQYe dk eq[; mís'; euksjatu gksrk gS fQj pkgs
mudk n'kZd 'kgjh gks ;k xzkeh.k] i<+k&fy[kk gks ;k vui<+]
lk/kkj.k O;fDr gks ;k cqf)thoh] blds vHkko ds dkj.k gh yksxksa
usa bu fQYeksa dks udkj fn;kA bldk ,d dkj.k funsZ'kd]
fuekZrkvksa dks fgUnh lkfgR; dh vPNh le> u gksuk Hkh gks
ldrk gS D;ksafd fQYeksa esa iSlk yxkus okys vf/kdka'k yksx xSj
fgUnh Hkk"kh Fks ftUgsa fgUnh lkfgR; dh le> u ds cjkdj Fkh
ijUrq mudk n[ky fuekZ.k ds gj {ks= esa FkkA blds lkFk gh
jpukdkj dks Hkh vf/kd egRo ugha fn;k x;k] tks fQYeksa ds fy,
?kkrd fl) gqvkA
flusek esa fgUnh lkfgR; ds fy, lkrok¡ n'kd vPNk lkfcr gqvk
tc xqytkj us dys'oj dh dgkuh ij *vk¡/kh* vkSj *ekSle*
cuk;hA ;s nksuksa fQYesa ehy dk iRFkj fl) gq;hA blh le; esa
eUuw HkaMkjh dh jpuk *;gh lp* ij vk/kkfjr fQYe *jtuhxa/kk*
oklq pVthZ us cukbZ tks vR;Ur yksdfiz; gqbZA blds ckn fgUnh
fQYeksa esa fgalk] ekj/kkM+] QwgM+ gkL; dk nkSj 'kq: gqvk] fons'kh
fQYeksa dh udy djus ds iz;kl fd;s tkus yxsA fgUnh flusek
esa orZeku ifjn`'; cny pqds gSaA vc vusdksa u;s fo"k;ksa ij
fQYesa cu jgh gSA flusek esa ftruh fofo/krk vkt ds le; esa
ns[kus dks feyrh gS mruh dHkh ugha feyhA orZeku le; esa
lekt ds gkf'k;s ij ekStwn yksxksa ls ysdj O;fDr fo'ks"k rd ij
fQYesa cu jgh gSA f'k{kkO;oLFkk ij] [ksyksa ij] lkekftd
dqjhfr;ksa ij] ljdkjh ra= ij vkfn vusdksa fo"k;ksa ij Hkh fQYesa
cu jgh gSA vktdy ck;ksfid ¼thouh pyfp=½ cukus dk Hkh
[kwc izpyu gSA iku flag rksej] enkjh] Fkzh bfM;V] ,e-,l/kksuh n vuVksYM LVksjh] naxy vkfn fQYesa orZeku flusek esa
fo"k; fofo/krk dk vPNk mnkgj.k gks ldrh gS ijUrq vHkh ,slk
Hkh ugha gS fd lkfgR; ij fQYesa ugha cu jgh gSA psru Hkxr ds
miU;kl *Vw LVsV~l* rFkk gkQ xyZÝsaM* ij blh uke ls cuh
izfl) izpfyr fQYesa bldk vPNk mnkgj.k gks ldrh gS rFkk
bu fQYeksa us cktkj esa O;kikj Hkh vPNk fd;k gSA psruHkxr ds
miU;kl ij cuh fQYesa lkfgR; ds flusek esa lqjf{kr Hkfo"; dh
rjQ b'kkjk djrh gSaA eq>s yxrk gS fd vkt ds le; eas Hkh ,slh
vusdksa lkfgfR;d jpuk;s gSa ftuij ;fn fQYesa cuk;h tk;sa rks
os euksjatu ds lkFk&2 lekt dks lgh jkLrk fn[kk ldrh gSA
orZeku le; esa lkfgR; vkSj flusek nksuks dh vk/kkjHkwr LrEHkksa
dh lqn`<+rk ds fy, nksuks dk ,d lkFk feydj dke djuk
vko';d gSA dyk ds rkSj ij lkfgR; vkSj flusek nksuksa
vyx&2 gSaA ijUrq ;fn nksuksa gh lekt dks vkxs c<+kus ds fy,
,d lkFk dke djsaxs rks ,d nwljs ds lgk;d gh cusaxsA
eq>s yxrk gS fd flusek dh dyk tcrd lkfgR; dks vk/kkj dh
rjg iz;ksx djrh gS rc rd mls lkfgR; dks vius rjhds ls
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of.kZr djus dh Lora=rk gksuh pkfg,A fgUnh lkfgR; esa Js"B
jpukvksa vkSj flusek esa mu jpukvksa ij fQYe cukus dh vHkh Hkh
vusdksa lEHkkouk,a gSaA cl dsoy vko';drk gS rks bl vksj
;qokih<+h dk /;ku vkd`"V djus dhA

/kkrd fl) gksrk gSA blfy, ;fn gesa vius lkekftd ewY;ksa
vkSj vkn'kksZa dks iru ls cpkuk gS rks gesa fQYeksa esa fn[kk;h tkus
okyh QwgM+rk dks le; jgrs gVkuk gksxkA blds fy, orZeku
fQYedkjksa dks tkx:d djus dh vko';drk gS blds fy, mUgsa
/ku ls vf/kd vkn'kksZa dks egRo nsuk gksxk vkSj vkn'kksZa dks egRo
fnykus dk dke lkfgR; gh dj ldrk gSA

fu"d"kZ

lanHkZ

flusek ,d vyx fo|k gksrs gq, Hkh lkfgfR;d fo|k ls
lEcfU/kr gS vkys[k bl lEca/k dks iw.kZ :i ls izdkf'kr djrk
gSA iqjkus le; esa lkfgfR;d jpukvksa ij cuh fQYesa Hkys gh
cktkj esa vf/kd lQy u jgh gksa ijUrq lkekftd ewY;ksa vkSj
vkn'kksZa ds iSekus ij os iwjh rjg ls [kjh mrjrh gSA orZeku
le; esa cu jgh fQYesa vf/kd yksdfiz;rk ikus ds fy,
lkekftd ewY;ksa vkSj vkn'kksZa dks rkd ij j[krh fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA
flusek yksxksa ds eu ij cgqr xgjk izHkko Mkyrk gS [kkl rkSj ij
u;h ih<+h ds eu ijA ukStoku yM+ds&yM+fd;k¡] fQYeksa ds
uk;d&ukf;dkvksa dks viuk vkn'kZ ekurs gS vkSj tc bUgha
uk;d&ukf;dkvksa dks fQYeksa esa lkekftd ewY;ksa vkSj vkn'kksZa ds
lkFk f[kyokM+ djrs fn[kk;k tkrk gS rks u;h ih<+h ds
eu&efLr"d ij mldk xyr izHkko iM+rk gS vkSj ftlls
mudh lkspus le>us dh {kerk ij Hkh xyr vlj iM+rk gS
ftlls os iw.kZ :i ls lgh vkSj xyr esa varj ugha dj ikrs]
ftlls os dHkh&dHkh tku&cw> dj rks dHkh viuh ukle>h esa
xyr dkeksa dks vatke ns cSBrs gSa tks fd muds Hkfo"; ds fy,
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fgUnh lkfgR; vkSj flusek dk var% lEcU/k
(sahityasanskritiblog.wordpress.com)
lkfgR; vkSj flusek
(rammgah.blogspot.com)
flusek % lkfgR;] flusek vkSj cktkj
(www.jansatta.com)
ns[kr & lqur
(dekht-sunat.blogspot.com)
flusek] Hkk"kk] jsfM;ks % ,d f=dks.kh; bfrgkl
(gadyakosh.org)
flusek] lkfgR; vkSj laLd`fr
(By - Naval Kishore Sharma)

Report of National Workshop on
Basics of E- Content and E- Learning
Dr. Sangeeta Solanki*

Abstract

Aiming to provide an intense training on E-content, a two days National Workshop on ‘Basics Of E- Content
And E-Learning Through Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)’ was recently organized by the Centre for
Teacher Education of Institute of Professional Excellence and Management(IPEM) Group of Institutions,
Ghaziabad on 3rd & 4th December 2018.The objective of the workshop was to enable the professionals to get
basic information on E-learning, electronic content creation, to gain the practical insights into the E-Content
and MOOC development and delivery. The workshop was inaugurated by Dr.Nisha Singh, Deputy Director,
Inter University Consortium, IGNOU, New Delhi and Dr.Yashpal Sharma, Assistant Professor, Central
Institute of Education Technology, NCERT, New Delhi, Dr.A.B.Bhatnagar, Former Head, Deparment of
Education, NREC College Khurja, Dr. Anupam Goel (Secretary, IPEM), Col. (Dr.) A.S.Malhotra, (Director
General, IPEM), Ms. Sugandha Goel (Dean Academic, IPEM) and Dr. Nishi Sharma (Principal, Centre for
Teacher Education) and Workshop coordinator Dr.Sangeeta Solanki. There were approximately 40 participants
representing various reputed Teacher training institutes, renowned Public schools, Research Scholars from
Delhi and NCR region. There were three technical working sessions on each day. The workshop provided an
extensive hands-on training to the participants on creating E-Content, E-Learning and Learning Management
system including online real time evaluation strategies. It was really a successful workshop catering to the needs
of the professionals in the field of education.

Objectives of the Workshop

Session Wise Content

1.

Day 1

2.

3.
4.
5.

To enable the professionals to get basic
Information on E-learning, Electronic
Content Creation and MOOCs
To enable the professionals to gain Practical
Insights into the E-Content and MOOCs
Development and Delivery.
To enable the professionals to Practice
Online Software for E- Content/E-Learning
To impart Hands-on Experience in MOOCs
courses.
To fulfill the dream of Equity and Inclusion
in Education, through Digital India.

Ø Inaugural Session
The inaugural session started with Col. (Dr.)
A.S.Malhotra (Director General, IPEM)
welcoming the Chairpersons, school teachers,
doctoral students and teacher Educators from
various organizations. In his welcome address,
he emphasized that with the advent of
information and communication technology the
content is being generated and delivered in
electronic form and it is easily accessible to all the
stakeholders using different electronic gadgets as

*Assistant Professor, Institute of Professional Excellence and Management (IPEM) and Workshop Coordinator, drsangeetasolanki4@gmail.com
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well as desktop based application in the form of
e-content. He said that the MOOCs which are one
of the sub set of e-Learning have innovated at a
dazzling speed in content creation, delivery,
feedback, testing and other aspects of the
knowledge delivery process. The excitement of
MOOCs has been the promise of learning at scale.

(C-Mapping) software. The software is used to
design our own concept images in the form of
charts, pictures and diagrams using variety of
tools available in the software. The participants
prepared concept images and charts using the
software. It was also discussed that using the
images and videos without attributing the author
is unethical and considered as offence. So
teachers should develop and create something
original.

Introductory Session (Theoretical) - 10:00am to
11:30am
Dr. Nisha Singh, Deputy Director, Inter
University Consortium, IGNOU, New Delhi was
the resource person on the first day of the
workshop. In her introductory session, she
discussed about the learning in digital world and
the significant challenges impeding higher
education technology adoption. She also
highlighted the growth rate of online education
in India and development of technology in
higher education. An interactive session on the
concept of e-learning, attributes of e-learning and
collaborative learning resulted in the form of
healthy and fruitful discussion. Speaking on the
occasion; Dr Nisha Singh said that E-learning can
be possible in variety of ways such as; Online
learning, Blended learning, asynchronous and
synchronous learning , web-based learning and
collaborative learning. Discussing on
Instructional design, she said that instructional
design is a tool in the hands of the teachers with
the help of which they can plan learning
instructions more intensively and systematically.
Many models of Instructional Design (ID) were
presented with the help of some illustrations.

2nd Working Session (2:00pm -4:00pm)
In the second working session, Dr Nisha gave an
introduction to LMS (E-Learning Management
System) Moodle. She also discussed a brief
history of Online open Educational Resources
(OERs) and various platforms of searching open
online educational resources including Google
Advanced Search, Creative Commons Search,
JORUM, Xpert, Connecting Repositories, BASE,
Free Full PDF, Directory of OER etc. She
highlighted various initiatives taken by MHRD,
Govt of India like swayam and swayam prabha
channel etc. for the digitalization of education on
India. The performance of the participants was
parellely evaluated by the resource person. At
the end of the session every one was delighted
with th such a fruitful and knowledgeable
session.
Day-2nd
3rd Working Session (9:30am -11:30am)
Dr.Yash Paul Sharma, Assistant Professor,
Central Institute of Education Technology,
NCERT, New Delhi was the resource person on
the second day of the workshop. The third
technical session commenced with the discussion
on licensing of E-Content and open online
educational resources. Speaking on Licensing of
the E-content, Dr Yash Paul used a presentation
on various creative common (CC) licenses. He
clarified the concept of copyright and various
licenses protecting copyright. He illustrated
various examples of creative common licenses
such as; Creative common non derive, creative
common non commercial share alike, creative
common share alike, creative common non

1st Working Session (11:30am -1:30pm)
In the technical session, the participants had gone
through with extensive training on using eXe
Software with the help of which E- content can be
developed and uploaded on internet. The
participants had gone through rigorous practice
on using the software for developing e-content
by inserting audios, videos, hypertext and
interactivity etc. While developing the e-content
many queries of the participants were
intellectually handled by the resource person. Dr
Nisha also explained the use of Concept mapping
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commercial, and creative common non
commercial non derive.etc. He was assessing the
learning of the participants through online quiz
on Kahoot software on mobile and on desktop.
The participants enjoyed the interactive quiz
activity a lot. Dr YashPaul provided hands on
training on using licensed free content online.

techniques. He gave many illustrations for
preparing Scripts for 30 minutes module on
different concept. Speaking on Script writing
guidelines he explained that storyboard should
be organized sequentially, screen by screen and
each screen should be stretched out with design
notes and specifications. In the last session
queries of the participants were resolved by the
resource person. The session was highly
interactive and provided activity based learning.

4th Working Session (11:30am -1:30pm)
In this technical session, Dr Sharma shared the
information on different file types on E Content
development, instructional designs for MOOCs
(Massive Open Online Courses) and
SCOPs(Single Point of Contact) highlighting the
phases of ADDIE Model in detail. He also
discussed the hierarchy of SCOPs for SWAYAM
and the role and responsibilities of SWAYAM
Board. He elaborated in detail the process of
preparing MOOC Courses step by step using
four quadrant approaches, mentioning the total
time duration of each tutorial, lecture,
assignment and online live contacts. After a
detailed lecture, a tutorial video on SWAYAM
course was shown to the participants. At the end
of this session the learning of the participants was
once again assessed through pre-designed online
quiz which helped the participants to establish
the gained knowledge.

Conclusion
It can be concluded that the workshop provided
both theoretical and practical exposure to the
participants included presentation, lectures as
well as extensive hands-on training, the
participants got to know the exhaustive
information on E -learning, Licensing of EContent, electronic content creation, SWAYAM
and MOOCs. The participants also came to know
about the electronic content generation, content
management on MOOCs platforms, etc which
may help them to enhance their classroom
teaching learning process. At the end of the
workshop, certificate of participation was
awarded to all the participants by the resource
person.

Concluding Session (2:00pm to 4:00pm)
In the concluding session, Dr Sharma briefed
about the Script writing and Story writing
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• Regular Social, Cultural & Sports/ Adventure/ Yoga
activities and Scout & Guide Camps.
Founded by an academician with 55+ years of teaching & • Excellent Infrastructure with LCD equipped Class/ Tutorial
Rooms; Air-Conditioned Auditorium & Conference
research experience.
Rooms; Computer Lab, Math Lab., Psychological Lab.
Excellent & outstanding results in all course.
Scholarships/ concessions for Meritorious & Deserving • Separate Boys & Girls Hostels, Medical Facility, Cafeteria
& Stationary Shop within the Campus.
Students.
Teaching/ Learning in class/ Tutorial Rooms through case • Located at NH-24 Bypass (Near Vajay Nagar,
Ghaziabad)adjoining East Delhi, Noida & Greater Noida
studies, Panel Discussions/ Analysis, Simulation &
(West) and well Connected by all modes of public
Presentations.
transport also.
Value Added Course on Communication Skills through
Language Lab., Personality/ Self Development.
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•
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About the Institute
IPEM made a modest beginning in the year 1996, with few Management and
Computer Application Programmes. Today the IPEM Group of Institutions is in
the forefront of imparting knowledge in the fields of Education, Law,
Management and Information Technology. Centre for Teacher Education (CTE)
was started in 2002 with 100 seats. This journey of CTE is going on successfully
with excellence in both academics and administration. From 2006 the Dept. was
upgraded with 200 seats. At CTE we blend modern technique with the
traditional values and morals for our students. This is reflected in the
performance of the students as we have 100% result with maximum 1st division.
We provide best placement to the candidates.
The CTE has enriched with well equipped labs i.e. The Curriculum Lab (Science
and Maths), Psychological Lab, ICT Lab (Information and communication
Technology Lab), Health and Physical Education centre, Art and Craft Lab, Music
Lab.
The motto of the CTE is to inculcate innovative and constructive teaching
learning in the budding teachers. The CTE of IPEM group of Institutions has
covered out for itself a commanding position to cast its students into value
added professionals, equipped with meaningful, vibrant and responsive
education and skill to meet the challenges that the 21st century is going to
present.
The Centre for Teacher Education (CTE) is running two Courses successfully:
Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.) and Basic Teacher Certificate (BTC) approved by
The National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE). Bachelor of Education
(B.Ed.) is affiliated to the Chaudhary Charan Singh University, Meerut and Basic
Teacher Certificate (BTC) is affiliated to the State Council of Educational Research
and Training (SCERT), Lucknow.
The CTE added a feather in its cap as started Master of Education (M.Ed.) course,
approved by National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) and affiliated to the
Chaudhary Charan Singh University, Meerut.
The other courses running under IPEM group of institution are Master of
Business Administration (MBA) and Master of Computer Application (MCA)
courses approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) and
affiliated to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University (APJAKTU), Lucknow. The
Post Graduate Diploma in Management (PGDM) is approved by All India Council
of Technical Education (AICTE) Govt. of India, Ministry of HRD.
The Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA), Bachelor of Computer (BCA),
Bachelor of Commerce (B.Com) affiliated to the Chaudhary Charan Singh
University, Meerut. Bachelor of Law(LLB-3 years) BALLB(5Years) B.COM.LLB
(5Years) approved by Bar Council of India and affiliated to the Chaudhary Charan
Singh University, Meerut,
IPEM is Located at NH-24 bypass (Near Vijay Nagar, Ghaziabad) adjoining East
Delhi, Noida & Greater Noida (West) and well Connected by all modes of public
transport.
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